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LOCAL SMOOTHING OF FOURIER INTEGRAL OPERA TORS 
AND CARLESON-SJOLIN ESTIMATES 

GERD MOCKENHAUPT, ANDREAS SEEGER, AND CHRISTOPHER D. SOGGE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is twofold. First, if Y and Z are smooth para-
compact manifolds of dimensions n ~ 2 and n + 1 , respectively, we shall 
prove local regularity theorems for a certain class of Fourier integral operators 
!T E /f1.(Z , Y; ~) which naturally arise in the study of wave equations. Sec-
ondly, we want to apply these estimates to prove versions of the Carleson-Sjolin 
theorem on compact two-dimensional manifolds with periodic geodesic flow. 

The operators we shall study satisfy the curvature condition introduced in 
[32]. The main example occurs when Z = Y x JR and !T is the solution 
operator for the Cauchy problem for the wave equation 

((8/8t)2 -!J.)!T f = 0, 
(1.1 ) 

(8/8t)!Tfl ,=o = O. 

Here !J. is the Laplace-Beltrami operator associated to some metric g on Y, 
and L~ denotes the usual Sobolev space. Then the solution operator sr; at fixed 
time t, is bounded from L~omp(Y) to Lfoc,a(Y) if IX ~ -(n - 1)\1/2 - l/p\. 
This is a special case of a result for general hyperbolic equations in [28]. It is 
sharp for all but a discrete set of times t. One of our chief results implies that, 
if 2 < p < 00, then there is a J = J(p, n) > 0 so that !T is bounded from 
L~omp(Y) to Lfoc,a(Y x JR) if IX ~ -(n - 1)\1/2 - l/p\ + J. Such a result is 
called LP ~ LP local smoothing of order J . It is not hard to see that there can 
never be L P ~ L P local smoothing when p = 00 or p ~ 2 . 

It was conjectured in [32] that for p ~ 2n/(n - 1) there should always be 
local smoothing of order < 1/ p. Although we are not close to proving this 
conjecture in any dimension, our estimates give a simplified proof of the vari-
able coefficient version of Bourgain's circular maximal theorem [4, 32] and also 
improve Stein's spherical maximal theorem [35] for exponents 2 < p < 00. 
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Proving the sharp L P -+ L P local smoothing estimates appears to be very diffi-
cult. Our methods do, however, allow us to obtain some sharp local smoothing 
estimates for Fourier integral operators of type (1/2,1/2). 

It turns out that it is harder to prove LP -+ LP local smoothing in two or three 
dimensions. We shall adapt the arguments used in the translation invariant case 
[24]. One of the main tools we shall need to use is a variable coefficient version 
of Cordoba's Kakeya maximal theorem [12]. A special case of our result is the 
following: Let (Y, g) be a compact two-dimensional Riemannian manifold. 
Then, if 0 < T < 00 is fixed, we let R~. (J be the tubular neighborhood of 
width 0 < 0 < 112 around the geodesic of length T starting at Y E Y in the 
direction 0 E Ty Y \ O. So R~. (J should be thought of as a "geodesic rectangle" 
of thickness 0 in the direction O. Then the following maximal inequality 
holds: 

( 1.2) 

The constants of course depend on T, but we make no restrictions on T; 
specifically, we do not require T to be smaller than the injectivity radius of 
(Y, g). As in the Euclidean case, the bounds in (1.2) are sharp. 

It is easier to prove sharp L 2 -+ L P local smoothing estimates. If we 
consider solutions of the Cauchy problem for the wave equation, these say 
that when 2( n + 1) I (n - 1) ::::; p < 00 there is a gain of regularity of order 
lip if one compares the L~omp(Y) -+ Lfoc.",(Y) mapping properties to the 
L~mp(Y) -+ Lfoc.",(Y x JR) mapping properties of the solution operator. This 
result is related to Strichartz's L 2 restriction theorem for the Fourier transform 
[39] and should be thought of as a variable coefficient version of his result. We 
shall further improve on this by examining the L~omp (Y) -+ Lfoc. '" (Y; L 2 (l)) 
mapping properties of the solution operator. Here I is a compact interval on 
the real line. Both of these estimates are proved by adapting arguments of 
Tomas and Stein (see [36]). 

We shall see that our curvature condition is the natural homogeneous ver-
sion of the Carleson-Sjolin condition [9, 21, 36] for nonhomogeneous phase 
functions. The second main purpose of this paper is to prove a version of the 
Carleson-Sjolin theorem. Our results concern compact two-dimensional Rie-
mannian manifolds (M, g) with periodic geodesic flow. We consider positive 
selfadjoint differential operators -~ + V where -~ is the Laplace-Beltrami 
operator and V is a smooth potential. Under the assumption that the geodesic 
flow is periodic with minimal period II it is known (see [40; 11; 20, Chapter 
XXIX]) that the eigenvalues Aj of -~ + V are clustered around the sequence 
at where ak is the arithmetic progression ak = (2rrlll)(k + K/4) and K is 
the number of conjugate points in the interval (0, ll] (counted with multi-
plicity). If J -+ ej(J) is the projection onto the eigenspace for Aj' and if 
lk = (ak - rrlll, ak + rrlll] , we define the projection operator corresponding 
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to a cluster of eigenvalues by 

(1.3) Ekf = L ej(f). 
AE1k 

On the sphere S2 with the standard metric we have n = 2n, K = 2, and the 
eigenvalues of the Laplace-Beltrami operator are oi - 1/4 = k(k + 1), k ~ O. 
In this case the operator Ek is just the projection onto the space of spherical 
harmonics of degree k. In the general case (assuming periodic geodesic flow) 
the square roots of the eigenvalues are concentrated near the centers of the 
intervals Ik ; namely, if Aj is large, there is e ~ 0 independent of Aj such that 

ji; C I; = [ok - elk, ok + elk] for some k. 
We consider Riesz means of index 0, defined by 

( 1.4) d (k)d SRf(x) = L 1 - R Ekf(x). 
k";'R 

We shall show that for f E LP , 2 < p ~ 4, the Riesz means of positive index 
converge in norm to f. Previously, with the exception of ]R2 and S2 with the 
standard metric, the sharp L P estimates for Riesz means on two-dimensional 
manifolds were only known for exponents p ~ 6 (and, of course, p = 2). 
These were proved in [31], and by using duality and interpolating with the 
sharp L 00 estimates in that paper and the trivial L 2 estimates, one sees that 
the L 4 estimate yields sharp results for the summation operators on all L P 

spaces under the above hypotheses. 
We shall actually prove a stronger summability result, namely, that 

IlsuplS~f - fll14 -; 0 as A -; 00. 
R>J.. 

This is an immediate consequence of the L 4 boundedness of the maximal op-
erator S~f(x) = SUPR>O IS~f(x)l, which we shall show for 0 > O. This result 
is new even for spherical harmonics expansions on the sphere S2 and gener-
alizes Carbery's maximal theorem [7] for Riesz means in ]R2. Our maximal 
estimates follow from sharp L4 -; L4(L2) local smoothing estimates for the 
wave operator SF; = eit~ and related Fourier integral operators. These im-
ply also new results for more general multiplier operators (i.e., functions of the 
Laplacian), extending results in [8, 26]. Moreover, they can be used to prove 
maximal theorems for a class of oscillatory integrals satisfying a variant of the 
Carleson-Sj6lin condition. 

The paper is organized as follows. In the next section we shall give a coordi-
nate free definition of the curvature condition and show how it is related to the 
Carleson-Sj6lin condition. In § 3 we shall prove sharp L 2 -; LP local smooth-
ing estimates for Fourier integral operators and inequalities for related square 
functions. Section 4 will be devoted to LP -; LP smoothing estimates in higher 
dimension and in §5 we consider the related problem of proving variants of the 
Kakeya maximal theorem. In §6 we shall prove LP -; LP smoothing in two di-
mensions as well as sharp L P -; L q (L 2) estimates. The latter will be applied in 
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§7 to prove the above-mentioned results concerning multiplier transformations 
and maximal oscillatory integral operators. 

2. CURVATURE CONDITION 

As in the introduction, Y and Z are to be COO paracompact manifolds of 
dimension nand n + 1, respectively. In this paper we shall consider a class of 
Fourier integral operators //1(Z, Y; %"), which is determined by the properties 
of the canonical relation %". 

As usual, we assume that %" is a canonical relation from T* Y \ 0 to T* Z \ 0 
which is homogeneous, Lagrangian with respect to the symplectic form 
dC 1\ d z - d" 1\ dy, and closed in T* Z \ 0 x T* Y \ O. Notice that our assump-
tions imply that %" c T* Z \ 0 x T* Y \ 0 is a conic sub manifold of dimension 
2n + 1. 

To guarantee nontrivial local regularity properties of operators !T E 
//1(Z, Y; %"), we shall impose conditions on %" which are based on the prop-
erties of the following three projections 

(2.1 ) ./ 
T*Y\O 

%" 
1 
Z 

The condition has two parts: (1) a natural nondegeneracy condition which in-
volves the first two projections, and (2) a condition involving the principal 
curvatures of the images of the projection of %" onto the fibers of T* Z \ 0 . 

To describe the first condition, let II yo y and II z denote the first two pro-
jections in (2.1). We require that they both be submersions, i.e., 
(2.2) 

(2.3) 

rank dllT*Y == 2n, 

rank dll z == n + 1 . 
Together, these make up the nondegeneracy requirement. As a side remark, let 
us point out that if Y and Z were of the same dimension, then (2.2) would 
imply that %" is locally a canonical graph. Also, in this case the differential in 
(2.3) would automatically be surjective; however, since we are assuming that 
the dimensions are different, (2.2) does not imply that llz is a submersion. 

In order to describe the curvature condition, let Zo E II z %" and let II T* Z 
zo 

be the projection of %" onto the fiber T; Z \ O. Then, clearly, 
o 

(2.4) r = llT' z(%") zo zo 

is always a conic subset of Tz* Z \ O. In fact, r is a smooth immersed hy-o zo 
persurface in T; Z \ O. In order to see this, note that the first assumption, 

o 
(2.2), implies that the differential of the projection of %" onto the whole space 
T*Z \ 0 must have constant rank 2n + 1 (see [19, Proposition 4.1.4] and for-
mulae (2.7) and (2.8». Furthermore, since the differential of %" ---+ T*Z \ 0 
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splits into the differential in the Z direction and in the fiber direction, we see 
that in view of (2.3) 

(2.5) rank dIlT" Z == n , 
Zo 

and therefore, by the constant rank theorem, r is a smooth conic n-dimen-
Zo 

sional hypersurface. 
Now in addition to the nondegeneracy assumption we shall impose the fol-

lowing 

(2.6) Cone condition: For every , E r z ' n - 1 principal curvatures 
o 

do not vanish. 
Since r z is conic, this is the maximum number of curvatures which can be 

o 
nonzero. Clearly (2.6) does not depend on the choice of local coordinates in Z 
since changes of variables in Z induce changes of variables in the cotangent 
bundle which are linear in the fibers. 

Let us now see how our assumptions can be reformulated in two useful ways if 
we use local coordinates. In particular, we shall see that our curvature condition, 
consisting of (2.2), (2.3), and (2.6) is equivalent to the cinematic curvature 
condition, defined in [32]. 

First, we note that (2.2) and (2.3) imply that near a given point (zo' '0 ,Yo' 110) 
E ~ , local coordinates can be chosen so that ~ :3 (z, , , y, 11) -+ (z, ') has 
bijective differential and, hence, ~ can be written here in terms of a generat-
ing function. (See [19, Theorem 3.1.3].) Specifically, in these local coordinates, 
there must be a phase function rp(z, 11) so that ~ takes the form 

(2.7) {(z, rp~(z, 11), rp~(z, 11), 11) : 11 E jRn\O in a conic neighborhood of 110}' 

In this case, condition (2.2) becomes 
1/ 

(2.8) rank rp ZY/ == n , 

which of course means that if we fix zO' then, as before, 

rz = {rp~(zo' 11) : 11 E jRn \ 0 in a conic neighborhood of 110} C T; Z \ 0 
o 0 

must be a smooth conic submanifold of dimension n. Then if 

r z :3, = rp~(zo' 11) o 

and () E Sn is normal to r z at" it follows that ±() are the unique directions 
o 

for which 
(2.9) 

The condition that n - 1 principal curvatures be nonzero at , then is just that 

(2.10) rank (811~;l1k)(rp~(Zo' 11), ()) = n - 1 if 11, () are as in (2.9). 

It is also convenient to give a formulation which is in the spirit of the wave 
equation. This involves a splitting of the z variables into "timelike" and "space-
like" directions. If, as above, we work locally, then (2.8) guarantees that we 
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can choose coordinates z = (x, t) E lRn x lR vanishing at a given point Zo so 
that, first of all, 

(2.11 ) 1/ 
rank 'PXT/ == n , 

and secondly 
'P;(x,t,'1)=f.O if'1=f.O. 

In other words, r z must be of the form r z = { ('P~ (0, '1), q( qJ~(O, '1)))} for 
o 0 

some q satisfying q(c;) =f. 0 if c; =f. O. This is because, if (c;, r) are the dual 
variables to (x, t) , then r z does not intersect the r axis. The cone condition, 

o 
(2.6), just translates here to the condition that rank q~~ == n - 1. Since r x, t 
must have the same form for small (x, t), we see that in appropriate local 
coordinates 

where qJ satisfies 

(2.12) 

Hence local coordinates can always be chosen so that C?f is of the form 

(2.13) C?f = {(x,t,c;,r,y,'1): (x,c;)=Xt (y,'1), r=q(x,t,c;)=f.O}, 

where, by (2.11), Xt is a canonical transformation and 

(2.14) rank q~~ == n - 1. 

This was the formulation given in [32]. 
Conditions related to (2.14) have already been used in [6], in order to prove 

LP ---> Lpl regularity of small time solutions to hyperbolic equations. Closely 
related is the problem of proving L 2 ---> Lpl estimates, which can be reduced to 
an LP ---> Lpl estimate for the composition of the Fourier integral operator with 
its adjoint (see §3). Therefore it will be necessary to parameterize the relation 
C?f 0 C?f* c T* Z \ 0 x T* Z \ 0 near the diagonal. Here we are using the usual 
notation that 

C?f* = {(y, '1, z , 0 : (z, , , y, '1) E C?f } • 
We assume that local coordinates in Z are chosen such that C?f is as in (2.10) 
and that '1 belongs to the conic set of lRn \ 0 on which q is defined. Then 
C?f 0 C?f* is of the form 

(2.15) {(x,t,'1,r,x',t',c;,a): (x,'1)=Xt oXt-: 1(x',c;), 

r = q(x , t, '1), a = q(x' , t' , c;) } . 
So, if we fix t' and let 

C?f(t') = { (x, t, '1, r, x' ,C;) : (x, '1) = Xt 0 Xt-:\x', c;), r = q(x, t, c;) } , 
we see that C?f(t') is locally parameterized by a phase function of the form 
(x' , '1) - lfI(x , t, [' , '1). When t = [', Xt 0 Xt-; 1 is the identity, so (x, x' , '1) ---> 

(x' , '1) - IfI(X, [' , t' ,'1) must parameterize the trivial Lagrangian; that is, 
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fII(X, t' , t', 1/) = (X, 1/). This, and the condition that r = q(x, t,~) m '(/(t') , , ") , mean that flit (x, t , t ,1/ = q(x, t , 1/). In other words 
, ", 2 I 

(2.16) fII(X, t, t, 1/) = (x, 1/) + (t-t)q(x, t, 1/) + (t-t) r(x, t, t, 1/), 
where r is homogeneous of degree 1. 
Comparisons with the Carleson-Sjolin condition" Let us conclude this section by 
showing why our curvature condition is the natural homogeneous version of the 
Carleson-Sjolin condition. The latter is a condition on phase functions <1>( z , y) 
so that operators 

T;/(z) = f e i..l<1>(z ,y) a(z, y) f(y) dy 

satisfy favorable LP (lRn ) -+ L q (lR n+ 1) estimates as A -+ CXJ (see §3). Here 
a E C;'(lRn+1 x IRn ). 

In Carleson and Sjolin [9], Hormander [21], and Stein [36] the condition on 
<1> has two parts. First there is the following nondegeneracy condition which is 
the analogue of (2.8): 

/I 
(2.17) rank <1> zy == n . 

If this assumption is met, there is a 8 E Sn so that ±8 are the unique directions 
for which V v (<1>~ , 8) = O. The second part of the Carleson-Sjolin condition 
then is the following nonhomogeneous analogue of (2.10): 

2 

(2.18) det (ay~aYk (<1>~, 8)) -# o. 

One can state these conditions in a coordinate-free way that is similar to the 
first formulation of our curvature condition. To do this, let 

(2.19) '(/<1> = {(z,<1>~,y, -<1>~)} 

be the canonical relation associated to <1>. Unlike before, this submanifold is 
not homogeneous, but it still is Lagrangian with respect to the symplectic form 
d(l\dz-d1/l\dy in T*ZxT*Y. Now,if IIT"y is the projection from '(/<1> to 
T*Y, then (2.17) is equivalent to the condition that rank dIIT*Y == 2n, which 
is just (2.2). (In the present setting (2.3) is superfluous.) Finally, if Zo is in the 
image of the projection of '(/<1> onto Z , and if we let 

Sz = IIT " Z ('(/<1» , 
o '0 

then, as before, one can use the constant rank theorem to see that S is a 
Zo 

smooth hypersurface. (2.18) is equivalent to the 

(2.20) Curvature condition: At every (E S7 ,the Gaussian curvature 
-0 

IS nonzero. 

This is the analogue of (2.6). Unlike before, it is possible to have n nonva-
nishing principal curvatures since S_ is not homogeneous; however, for appli-

~o 

cations (in particular, if we do have homogeneous phase functions) it is useful 
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to weaken this assumption. Then we shall just require that for some k < n at 
least k principal curvatures of S do not vanish. Then the rank of the mixed 

Zo 
Hessian in (2.18) is at least k. In the homogeneous case one recovers the cone 
condition (2.6) if k = n - 1 . 

3. L 2 --+ L q ESTIMATES 

The main purpose of this section is to prove L2(y) --+ Lq(Z) regularity 
properties of Fourier integral operators !JT of class IJ.I.-I/4 (Z , Y; ~) associated 
to a homogeneous canonical relation ~ c T* Z \ 0 x T* Y \ 0 ,where Y and Z 
are manifolds of dimension nand n + 1 ,respectively. We shall always assume 
that the projections dllT • y , dllz have maximal rank, that is, that (2.2), (2.3) 
are satisfied. In most cases, we shall also assume that the cone condition (2.6) 
holds. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose !JT E IJ.I.-I/\Z , Y; ~), where ~ satisfies the nondegen-
eracy assumptions (2.2), (2.3) and the cone condition (2.6). Suppose that 
2(n + l)j(n - 1) ~ q < 00. Then !JT is bounded from L~omp(Y) to Lfoc(Z) 
if J1. ~ -n(lj2 - Ijq) + Ijq. 

The kernel of !JT can be written as a finite sum of kernels, which in appro-
priate local coordinate systems are of the form 

(3.1) K(z, y) = ! /[q1(z,'1)-(Y,'1)]a(z, y, 11) dl1. 

Our assumptions imply that the phase functions ({J must always satisfy (2.8) 
and (2.10). We may assume that the symbol a has small conic support in 
an+1 x an x an ; by this we mean that it vanishes for all (z, y) outside a small 
compact set and for all 11 = (111,11') outside a narrow cone {11: 111'1 ~ el1l}. If 
a is assumed to be of order J1., i.e., if it belongs to the symbol class SJ.I. , then 
the order of the operator !JT is J1. - 1 j 4, following Hormander's convention 
[19]. 

As we noted in §2, in most applications we shall want to single out a time 
variable. Then we write Z c X x a and denote by sr; the Fourier integral 
operator with kernel Kt(x, y) = K(x, t, y) . Then sr; is of class IJ.I.(X, Y; ~) 
if we set 

~ = {(x, ~, y, 11) : (x, t, ~, r, y, 11) E ~ for some r}. 
Under the assumption that the associated canonical relation ~ is locally the 
graph ofa canonical transformation (which is equivalent to (2.11», it was shown 
in [19] that (I - t:.)-J.l./2sr; is bounded on L2. Therefore, using the Sobolev 
embedding theorem one obtains for 2 ~ q < 00 the sharp inequality 

lIsr;fll: ~ Cllfll~, J1. ~ n(lj2 - Ijq). 
Theorem 3.1 says that if we average the left-hand side over a compact time 
interval then there is a gain of regularity of order 1 j q as soon as 2~n~ll) ~ q < 00 

and the curvature condition is satisfied; namely, one has 

jllsr;fll: dt ~ Cllfll~, J1. ~ n(lj2 - Ijq) - Ijq. 
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This result is closely related to restriction theorems for the Fourier transform_ 
In fact, the analogue for solutions of the constant coefficient wave equation in 
~n+l is a consequence of Strichartz's global space-time estimates [39]. 

Remarks. Let sr E rl/4(Z, Y; ~), where ~ is as in Theorem 3.1 and let 
2(n + 1 )/(n -I) ::::; q ::::; 00. A reader who is familiar with Besov spaces can check 
that our proof implies that sr is bounded from B~,r,comp(Y) to B!-Il,r,loc(Z) 
if f.l ::::; n(I/2 - l/q) - l/q (cf. (3.5) and (3.6)). For 2 ::::; r ::::; q this is a 
slight improvement of Theorem 3.1. Secondly, the cone condition (2.6) can 
be relaxed. If one assumes that for every Z E Z, r z has at least k prin-
cipal curvatures, then the appropriate version of Theorem 3.1 holds for q ~ 
2(k + 2)/k. If one merely assumes a finite type condition, namely, that for 
each , E r z there is a line tangent to r z at " which has at most finite order 
£ of contact, then one gets the analogous results for q ~ 2£ + 2 (see also [27, 
36] for related results). 

Our second result is an improvement of Theorem 3.1 involving square func-
tions which is related to results on multiplier transformations in [8, 10, 25, 
26]. 

Theorem 3.2. Suppose sr E IIl-l/4(X x I, Y; ~), where ~ c T* X \ Ox T*~ \ 0 
x T* Y \ 0 satisfies the nondegeneracy assumptions (2.2), (2.3). Let I be a 
compact interval on the real line and 

G(f) = (1Isrf(" t)1 2dtr/2. 

Then G is bounded from L~omp(Y) to BM01oc(X) if f.l::::; -(n - 1)/2. 
Suppose that ~ also satisfies the cone condition (2.6). Then if 2~n:i) ::::; q < 

00 and f.l ::::; -n(I/2 - l/q) + 1/2, itfollows that G is bounded from L~omp(Y) 
to L~c(X). 

Since the canonical relation takes locally the form (2.13), one can apply the 
Sobolev embedding theorem with respect to the t variable to see that Theorem 
3.2 actually implies Theorem 3.1. 

The main application concerns regularity properties of solutions of the wave 
equation. Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold and let Llg be the 
Laplace-Beltrami operator. Then if u is the solution of the Cauchy problem 

((8/8t)2 - Llg)U = 0, 

ull=o= f , (8/8t)ul l =o = g 
(3.2) 

it follows that u = Yof + YT;g where Yo E rl/4(M x ~, M;~) and YT; E 

r 5/ 4(M x~, M; ~). Here, if Ljkgjk(X)¢j¢k is the cometric, then ~ is 
of the form (2.13), where XI is the flowout for time t along the Hamilton-
Jacobi vector field associated to ± the cometric. The function q in (2.13) is 
just ± the square-root of the cometric. Consequently, the cinematic curvature 
assumption is satisfied, since XI is a canonical transformation and since (2.14) 
is fulfilled, due to the fact that (gjk) is a positive definite matrix. On account 
of this, we obtain, using Sobolev's embedding theorem in the time variable: 
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Corollary 3.3. Let u be the solution to the Cauchy problem (3.2) and assume 
2( n + 1) I (n - 1) ~ q < 00. Let 2 ~ r < 00. Then 

II (loT lu(· , t)( dtr'Tllq ~ CT (lIfIlL~ + IIgIlL~_)' a. = n(1/2 - l/q) - l/r. 

The proof of Theorem 3.1 relies on estimates for oscillatory integral operators 
T). mapping functions on IRn to functions on IRn+l. They are defined by 

T).f(z) = f ei).cJ>(z ,y) b(z, y) f(y) dy 

where a E C:(lRn+1 x IRn). Let WcJ> be the associated canonical relation as in 
(2.19). 

The following result is a slight generalization of a result due to Carleson and 
Sjolin [9] and Hormander [21] for n = 1 and to Stein [36] in higher dimensions. 
It follows from Stein's argument; however, for the sake of completeness, we 
shall include a somewhat different proof which does not use an analytic family 
of operators but instead relies on an argument using fractional integration in 
one dimension. For previous arguments of this kind see for instance [38, 22]. 
Proposition 3.4. Suppose that rank dllT"y == 2n and that, for each Zo in the 
image of the projection of WcJ> to Z, Szo = II T;oZ (WcJ» is an immersed hyper-
surface in T; Z . Further, for 0 < k ~ n , suppose that at every (E S z at least 

o 0 
k principal curvatures do not vanish. Then for I ~ p ~ 2 we have the bounds 

IIT).fIlLq(z) ~ cr(n+l)/qllfIlLP(y) ' A> I , 

with q = p'(k + 2)lk. As usual p' = pl(p - 1) so that lip + lip' = 1. 
Proof. We just have to prove the theorem for p = 2. For then the general 
case follows by interpolation with the trivial L 1 ~ L <Xl estimate. We use 
an argument of Tomas according to which the L 2 ~ L q estimate for T). is 
equivalent to an L q' ~ L q estimate for T). T; . This just follows from duality 
and the observation that 

f ITA" gl2 dy = f TAT; g gdz ~ II T;TAgil u IlgIILq" 

On account of these reductions, we have to prove that 
(n+I)k 

IITAT;glluo(lRn+') ~ cr k+2I1gIILq~(lRn+I)' qo=2(k+2)lk. 

Let H). be the kernel of TAT; , namely, 

HA( -') = f iA[cJ>(Z' ,y)-cJ>(z ,y)) b(' )b( ) d Z,L. e Z,y Z,y y. 

Using the method of stationary phase one can show that 

(3.3) IHA(Z, z')1 ~ C (I + Alz - z'l) -k/2 , 

since, as explained in §2, the assumptions about the curvatures of the hyper-
surfaces SeT" Z are equivalent to the condition that the mixed Hessian 

Zo Zo 
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in (2.18) has rank ~ k everywhere. The proof of (3.3) uses the method of 
stationary phase and is done in practically the same way as in [36]. 

If z, z' E JRn+1 , we may split Z = (ZI ' u) , z' = (z~ , u') and assume that 
det <I>~y =J 0 in supp a. For fixed Z 1 ' let 

T;/(u) = ! ei,,<t>(ZI' u,y) b(zi ' u, y) f(y) dy. 

Then 

and for fixed z" z~ the kernel of T; (T;,)* is just H"(z~, . , ZI' .). By (3.3) 
I I 

the L 1 (JRn ) ....... L 00 (JRn ) operator norm of T" (Tz", ) * is bounded by 
Zl I 

(1 + Alz 1 - z~ I) -k/2. The nondegeneracy assumption implies that T; is a 
I 

bounded operator on L2(JRn) with norm O(;,.-n/2) (see [21]). Therefore the 
L2 operator norm of T" (T",)* is O(;,.-n) , and so, by applying the M. Riesz 

Zl Zl 

interpolation theorem, we obtain 

liT" (T", )* fll ~ cr2n/q (1 + Aizi - z'll) -k( 1/2-I/q) Ilfllq, . 
Zl Zl q 

Note that 1 - (1 1 q~ - 11 qo) = k( 1 12 - 11 qo). Therefore, we can use the one-
dimensional Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequality to obtain 

which finishes the proof. 0 

Proof of Theorem 3.1. In what follows we assume that a is a symbol of or-
der zero, which has small Z x Y support. Let f3 E C;; ( (1/2, 2)) satisfy 
E';_oof3(rJu) = 1 for u=JO. Set a,,(z,y, '1) = f3(I'1I/A)a(z,y, '1) and let 
.9; be the operator 

.9;f(z) = !! ei[q.>(z, 'I)-(Y, 'Ilia", (z , y, '1)f(y) d'1 dy. 

Put qo = 2(n + 1)/(n - 1). Then for % ~ q ~ 00 we shall prove that 

(3.4) II.9;fIILQ(lRn+1) ~ CAn(I/2-I/q)-I/QllfIIL2(lRn), A> 1. 
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Let us first see that (3.4) implies the statement in the theorem. For sufficiently 
large fixed CO' we fix apE C,; ( (c-; I /2, 2co)) , which equals one in (c-; I , co) . 
We shall use Littlewood-Paley operators L J which for j > 0 are defined by 
setting LJf = P(TJI'1I)]('1), where J denotes the Fourier transform in ]Rn . 

Analogously, we define Littlewood-Paley operators in ]Rn+l , L~g, in such a way 
that the Fourier transform of L~g is supported in a dyadic annulus in ]Rn+l of 
width ~ co2J . Finally Lof and L~g are defined in the obvious way to capture 
the low frequencies. 

We can use a straightforward integration by parts to see that the L2(]Rn) -+ 

L2(]Rn+l) operator norms of (I - L~)g;i an~ g;i(I - L) are O(2-JN ) for 
any N > 0, provided Co in the definition of P is chosen large enough. These 
arguments are used in the proof of the theorem on compositions of Fourier 
integral operators (see [19, p.l 77]). They rely on the homogeneity of the phase 
function and the assumption that ~ has empty intersection with both T* Z x 0 
and 0 x T* Y . One may apply the Sobolev embedding theorem to also see that 

(3.5) 11(1 - L~)g;Jllq + lIg;i(I - L)fllq ~ CN 2-JN llflb· 

Furthermore, if Cq denotes the constant in (3.4) and if Yq = n(1/2-l/q)-1/q, 
then we obtain 

(3.6) 

Since, by Littlewood-Paley theory, 

we see that Theorem 3.1 follows from (3.5) and (3.6). It remains to prove (3.4). 
We use the calculus of Fourier integrals to see that 

:Jr;.f(z) = f /'P(Z,1/la;.(z, '1)]('1) d'1 + 9/;.f(z) 

(3.7) = An f /;''P(Z,Yla;.(z, AY)](AY) dy + 9/;.f(z). 

Here a;. is supported in a dyadic annulus of width ~A and 9/;. Er5/4(Z, Y; ~) 
is a remainder term such that 

119/;.fllq ~ CAn(I/2-1/ql-lllfI12· 

Note that (z, y) -+ a;.(z, AY) is a COO function with bounds independent 
of A which is supported in a compact set independent of A. Therefore (3.4) 
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for q = 00 is trivial. We may apply Proposition 3.4 to the main term in (3.7) 
to obtain 

lIg;fll qo ~ C).nr(n+I)/qollip,· )112 + C).n(l/2-I/q)-llIflb 

~ C).n(I/2-I/qo)-I/qo llfIl 2· 

This together with another interpolation finishes the proof. 0 

Proof of Theorem 3.2. For g; as above we shall prove the inequality 

(3.8) 

for 2(n + l)/(n - 1) = qo ~ q ~ 00. Again, by Tomas' argument, this follows 
from 

a- a- *f 2n(I/2-I/q)-1 f 1I.:r). (.:r}) IILq(lR" • L2(1t)) ~ C). II II Lql (It")· 

We may write the kernel K). of g;(g;)* as 

K (x txt) - e ... " . " b (x txt n) d n ). "! i[I{I(x t t' n)-(x' tI)] , , 
" , - A " , '" 'I' 

where If! satisfies (2.16). Assuming small conic support of a). in the definition 
of g; we see that b vanishes if (x, t) is not close to (x', t'). Moreover, the 
17 support of b). is contained in a dyadic annulus of width ~)., and we may 
assume that b). vanishes for all 17 outside a narrow cone containing the 171 
axis. We split x = (XI' v), x' = (x; , v'). Then, for fixed XI' x; , we define 
the operators ~ x' by , , 

). !f ). , " " " Tx,x;h(v, t) = K (XI' v, t, XI ' V , t )h(v , t) dv dt . 

We shall establish the following inequalities: 

(3.10) 

An analogue of (3.10) without the decay factor (1 +).Ix i _x;D-(n-I)/2 remains 
valid if we do not assume the cone condition. 

Assuming (3.9) and (3.10) for a moment we may proceed as in the proof of 
Proposition 3.4. Observe that 

a-a-* !).' , .:r)..:r). g(xl , v, t) = Tx x' [g(xl' .)]( v, t) dXI ' , , 
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and use Sobolev embedding to obtain 

1Ig;g;* gIlLQO(JRn ,L2(JR)) 

:;;; C (J (J II r:1x; [g(x~, • )]IILqO(JRn-1 'L2(JR))dx~ro dxl ) I/qo 

:;;; cr l+2/ qo (J (J An-2n/qo (1 + Alxl - x; 1)-(n-I)(1/2-I/qo) 

, ,)qo ) 1/% 
X IIg(xl' . )IILqo(JRn-I ,L2(JR)) dXI dX I 

~ CA(n-I)/(n+l) (J II (x', • )lIq~, dx') I/q~ 
g I LqO(JRn-I,L2(JR)) I 

- C An-2n/qo-l II II ' 
- g LqO(JRn , L2(JR))' 

This proves (3.8) for q = %, while for q = 00 (3.8) follows from the proof 
of (3.10) (here the cone condition is not necessary). Finally one can use a 
Littlewood-Paley decomposition {L j } in ]Rn and use similar arguments as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1 to see that, for qo ~ q ~ 00 , 

which is somewhat stronger than the asserted L 2 ~ L q and L 2 ~ B M a 
inequalities for the square function. 

Proof of (3.9). For fixed XI' x; we have to prove the boundedness of the 
Fourier integral operator T;,x' on L2(]Rn). It is defined by means of a phase 

I I 

function '1', depending smoothly on the parameters XI' x;. If we split 11 = 
(111 ' () , then 'I' is given by 

'I'(v, t, v' , t' , 11) = 'II (XI , v, t, t' , 11) - x; 111 - (v' , (). 
We have to show that the associated canonical relation is locally the graph of 

a canonical transformation. According to [19, Proposition 4.1.3] this follows if 

(3.11) det (v,t)(v' ,t') (V,t)1/ ...J. 0 ( '1''' '1''') 
'1''' '1''' r· 1/(v' ,t') 1/1/ 

Observe that since 'I';~,/)(V' ,t') = 0, (3.11) follows from det'l';~,/)1/ =1= 0 and 
det'l'~(v' ,I') =1= O. Using (2.16) we see that 

'I'~(V' ,I') = (In~1 :i::') = (In~1 :~) + OCt - t') 

and 
" _ ('II~'1/1 'II~") (0 I n _, I) + OCt _ t'). '1'(1),1)1/ - " " = , 

'11'1/1 'II" q1/1 q, 
Recall that q =1= O. Therefore, since q homogeneous of degree 1 and since we 
are assuming that the symbol is supported in a narrow cone containing the 111 
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axis, we have also q~, =1= 0 in supp b).. Since we are also assuming that (- (' 
is small, we conclude that (3.11) must hold and this implies (3.9). 
Proof of(3.10). It follows from (2.14) that, in the support of b)., the level sets 

Sex, t') = {1]: q(x, (', 1]) = I} 
have nonzero Gaussian curvature. We introduce polar coordinates 1] = P1](u) 
such that 1](u) E S(x, (') and Lebesgue measure transforms via d1] = 
pn- 1 d p g(x , (' , u)du with a smooth density g, depending smoothly on x and 
t' . Then using (2.16) we see that we can write K). as 
(3.12) 

K).(x, t, x', t') = !! eiP[(x-x' ,'1(u))+(t-t')+(t-I,)2r (X,I,I' ,'1(u))] 

, , 'n-l 
X b).(x, (, x ,t, P1](u))g(x, t, u)dup dp. 

If t = t' , the phase in (3.12), considered as a function of u E jRn-l , becomes 
stationary if x-x' is normal to S(x, t') at 1](u). Since t-t' is small we may 
apply the method of stationary phase and obtain 
(3.13) 
K).(x, t, x', t') = ! eiP[('IIo(x,x' ,1,1')+(t-I')+(t-I,)2'11,(x,x' ,1,1')] 

x (t b).jx, (, x' , (', p) + R).,N(X, t, x', t', p)) pn-l dp, 
J=O 

where lfIo' IfIl are smooth with 

(3.14) lfIo(x', x', t, t') = 0 
and b). . and R). N are symbols of order zero, supported in a dyadic interval ,J , 
where p ~ A, such that 

a;b).jx, t, x', t', p) ~ Ca(1 + Alx _ x'I)-(n-l)/2-J(1 + p)-a, 

a;R).,N(X, t, x', t', p) ~ Ca(1 + p)-a(1 + Alx - x'I)-N. 

In (3.13) we may integrate by parts with respect to p and then we obtain the 
bound 

). " n I -(n-l)/2 IK (x, t, x , t)1 ~ CNA (1 + Alx - x I) 
I I I 12 I I-N 

x (1 +Allflo(x, x ,t,t)+(t-t)+(t-t) 1fI1(X,X ,t,t)!) . 

Using (3.14) and the implicit function theorem, we see that for fixed x, x', t' 
we can solve the equation 

I I I 2 I I 
lfIo(x, v, t, t ) + (t - t ) + (t - t) IfIl (x, X , t, t) = 0 

by means of a function t = l(x, x' ,t') such that l(x, x, t) = t and 
(al)/(at) > O. We obtain the bound 

). I I n I -(n-ll/2 - I I -N (3.15) K (x, t, x, t) ~ CNA (1+Alx-x I) (I+AIt-t(x, x, t )1) . 
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Thus, straightforward applications of the Minkowski and the Schwarz inequality 
yield 

rn(1 + Alx - x ' i)(n-I)/2 (! IT:Lx;h(v, t)1 2dt) 1/2 

::;; C(!I!!(1 + Alt -l(x, x', /)I)-N h(v ' , t') dt' dvrdt ) 1/2 

::;; C ! (! !(1 + Alt -l(x, X', t')l)-N d/ 

X (1 + Alt - t(X, x , t )1) Ih(v, t)1 dt dt dv ! _ I I -N I I 2 I ) 1/2 I 

::;; crl/2 ! (! ! (1 + Alt - l(x , x' , /)1) -N dt Ih(v ' , t')1 2 ds r/2 dv ' 

::;; CA- I ! (! Ih(v' , /)1 2 dS) 1/2 dv ' . 

This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 0 

4. LP -+ LP LOCAL SMOOTHING IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS 

In this section we investigate the L P -+ L P local smoothing properties of 
Fourier integral operators which satisfy the cinematic curvature condition. Since 
the methods in this section cannot be used to prove local smoothing in dimen-
sion two, we postpone the study of such operators until the next section. There 
a somewhat different approach, relying on geometric arguments, will be used to 
obtain local smoothing. 

We split up the main results of this section since they require different proofs. 
Unlike those in the previous section, the local smoothing estimates we obtain 
here are probably not sharp; however, at the end of this section, we shall see 
that for certain exponents p > 2 we can prove sharp L P -+ L P local smoothing 
for Fourier integrals of type (1/2,1/2). 

Theorem 4.1. Let n ? 4 and suppose that Y E /11-1/4(Z, Y;~) where. as be-
fore. ~ satisfies the nondegeneracy assumption (2.2), (2.3) and the cone condi-
tion (2.6). Then Y : L~omp(Y) -+ Lioc(Z) if!1.::;; -(n-1)(1/2-1/p)+e(p, n), 
where 

(4.1 ) { 
n-3 I 
n=T Ii' 

e(p, n) = n-3 (1 _ 1) 
2 2 p' 

2(n+l) ~ p < 
n-I '" 00, 

2 <p ~ 2(n+l) 
'" n-l . 

Thus, there is local smoothing of order e(p, n) (see the introduction). We 
shall see that this result is actually a corollary of Theorem 3.1. However, the 
next one is more difficult. 

Theorem 4.2. Let n = 3 and suppose that Y E II1-I/4(Z , Y; ~) where ~ sat-
isfies the nondegeneracy assumption (2.2), (2.3) and the cone condition (2.6). 
It then follows that Y : L~omp(Y) -+ Lioc(Z) if !1. < -2( 1/2 - l/p) + e(p), 



where 

(4.2) 
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{
I 

2p' 
e(p) = 1(1_1) 

2 2 p , 

4~p<00, 

2<p~4. 

In §6 we shall see that in two dimensions there is also local smoothing of 
order e(p) given by (4.2). 

Before turning to the proofs , let us state a couple of corollaries of the LP 

local smoothing estimates. If we write z = (x, t) as before and let g;f(x) = 
!T f(x, t) then we have the following maximal theorem under the above as-
sumptions: 

Corollary 4.3. Assume that !T E /#-1/4(Z, Y; ~). Then, if / is a compact 
interval and X and Yare assumed to be compact 

(4.3) 

ifJl<-(n-1)(1/2-1/p)-(1/p-e(p,n)),where e(p,n) is given by (4.1) 
when n ;;:: 4 and by (4.2) when n = 3. 

This and similar results in two dimensions stated in §6 below improve results 
in [4,32,34,35]. In particular, here we do not need to assume that the operators 
g; are conormal. As in [24], one proves (4.3) via an easy argument involving 
the local smoothing estimates and an application of the Sobolev embedding 
theorem in the t variable. An interesting problem would be to try to determine 
the sharp version of (4.3). A conjecture would be that if p ;;:: 2n/(n - 1), then 
(4.3) holds if Jl < -(n - 1)(1/2 - l/p). Notice that this would say that, for 
this range of exponents, the sharp LP(y) --+ LP(X) regularity properties of the 
operators g; and the associated maximal operator are essentially the same. 

A related corollary concerns the regularity properties of the solution to the 
Cauchy problem (3.2). In [28] it was shown that if the initial data f = 
ult=o, g = 8tult=o belong to L:(M) and L:_ 1 (M) then u(· , t) E L:_p (M), 

p 

where Pp = (n - 1)11/2 - l/pl. Furthermore, this result is sharp for all but a 
discrete set of t. The next result says that, if one instead considers the more 
natural problem of the local regularity of u as a function of x and t, then, 
for 2 < p < 00 , there is a gain of regularity versus the fixed time estimate. 

Corollary 4.4. Let u be the solution to the Cauchy problem (3.2). Then, if 
/ c lR is a compact interval and if e < e(p, n), with e(p, n) as above, 

lIuIIL~_.Bp+t(MXl) ~ C (1IfIIL~(M) + IlgIIL~(M))' 2 < p < 00. 

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Results in [19] and [28] imply that if !T E 
/#-1/4(Z, Y;~) then !T is bounded from L~omp(Y) to L~c(Z) if Jl ~ 0 
and bounded from L:mp(Y) to BMqoc(Z) if Jl ~ -(n - 1)/2. So, byapply-
ing analytic interpolation, Theorem 4.1 must follow from the special case 

!T : LPo (Y) --+ LPo (Z) p _ 2(n+l) 
comp loe' 0 - n-l ' 

:;;:: n-3 _ ( 1)(1 1)+n-31 Jl '" -2(n+l) - - n - 2 - Po n-I Po· 
(4.4) 
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But 2(,;~?1) = n( 1 /2 - 1/ po) -1/ Po' so Theorem 3.1 says that the stronger version 
of (4.4), where L~mp(Y) is replaced by L~mp(Y), is true. Consequently, (4.4) 
follows from Theorem 3.1 and Holder's inequality. 0 

ProoJ oj Theorem 4.2. As above, if one uses interpolation, one sees that the 
results follow if we can show that !T E rI/4(Z, Y;~) is bounded from 
L~mp(Y) to L:,IOC(Z) if f.l < -1/2+ 1/8. We shall use the L2 ---+ L4 smooth-
ing estimates of the previous section to see that the L 4 norm of !T J is con-
trolled by the L 4 norm of a certain square function involving a natural decom-
position of the operators !T . This square function can be estimated if one can 
prove L 2 estimates for variable coefficient Kakeya maximal functions. Those 
estimates will be proved in the subsequent section. 

As before, if we work microlocally, we may assume that !T is of the form 

!T J(z) = r eirp(z, 1/) a(z, t7) J(rl) dt7 , 
JR.3 

where the phase function (jJ satisfies the conditions described in §2, and where a 
is assumed to be a symbol of order f.l which is compactly supported in z E ~? . 

Following the proof of Theorem 3.1, we fix P E C;' (1R) vanishing for lsi ¢. 
[1/2,2] and set a).(z, t7) =,ell P(It7I/A)a(z, t7). Then a). is a symbol of order 
zero and satisfies the usual symbol estimates uniformly in A. If we put 

(4.5) 

then, by summing a geometric series, we see that it suffices to prove the dyadic 
estimates 

(4.6) A>I, e>O. 

To handle (4.6) we need to make a decomposition with respect to the t7 
variables. To do this, we first must define homogeneous partitions of unity 
of 1R\0 that depend on the scale A. Specifically, we choose COO functions 
Xv' 1/ = 1, ... , N(A) :::::: A, satisfying LXv == 1 and having the following 
properties. First, the Xv are to be homogeneous of degree zero and satisfy the 
estimates 

laaxv (t7)1 ::;; CaAlal/2 Va. if 1t71 = 1. 
Furthermore, if unit vectors t7v are chosen so that X(t7) = 1, the Xv are to 
have the natural support properties associated to these estimates, i.e., 

X)t7) = 0 if 1t71 = 1 and 1t7 - t7v l ~ cr l/2 • 

Using the Xv we make an angular decomposition of the operators as in [28] by 
setting 

!T/ J(z) = f eirp (z,1/) Xv (t7) a).(z, t7) J(t7) dt7. 

Having made an angular decomposition, we must now make a corresponding 
radial decomposition of the symbol. To this end, we fix p E C;' « -1 , 1» 
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satisfying LjEZ p(u - j) == 1 and set 

.7;.1I,jJ(Z) = f eif/J(Z,'1)a;,j(z, rt) j(Yf) dYf , 

with 

(4.7) 

Observe that if 

(4.8) 

then the (2'/I,j are all comparable to cubes of sidelength A,1/2 contained in the 
annulus {Yf : IYfI ~ A,}. This, along with the fact that the symbols satisfy the 
natural estimates associated to this support property, i.e., 

makes the decomposed operators .7;.1I,j much easier to analyze than the original 
one .7;.. 

The square function that will be used in the proof of (4.6) will involve oper-
ators which are related to the operators .7;.1I,j. The main step argument is to 
establish the following 

Proposition 4.5. Fix e > o. Then, given N, there are finite constants M(N) 
and C N so that whenever Q C]R4 is a cube oj sidelength r 1/2-8 
(4.10) 

II.7;.JII L 4(Q) ~ CN (A,1/4+e/4 L II (L 1.7;.~/ J12) 1/2114 +rNIIJIIL4(1R3))-
Ikl";;M(N) lI,j L (Q) 

Here 
.7;.~/J(z) = f eif/J(Z,'1) a;:k(z , Yf)j(Yf)dYf, 

with symbols satisfying 

(4.11 ) 

lI,j H5' 
sUPP'1 a;',k C '2/1,j 

Va. 

IJthe phase Junction rp is fixed, the constants in (4.10) and (4.11) depend only 
on finitely many oj those in (4.9). 

The first operator .7;.11;/ will just be an oscillatory factor times .7;.11, j , while, 
for k ;;:: 1, the operato~s in (4.10) will involve derivatives of the symbol and 
the phase function. The proposition is a variation of a square function estimate 
in Bourgain [5], relying on a somewhat different proof. 
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Proof. It is clear that (4.10) would be a consequence of the following uniform 
upper bounds valid for z E Q : 

(4.12) 

lIg;fIl L4(Q) :s:;; CN ~QII/4 ,11/4+£/4 2: (2: Ig;~/ f(z)1 2 )1/2 + rNllfIIL4(R2») 
Ikl";M(N) v ,j 

( -1/4 '" ('" c;rv,jf 2) 1/2 -N f ) = CN ALL IJ",k (z)1 + A II IIL4(R2) . 
Ikl";M(N) v,j 

We may assume that 0 E Q and we shall prove the estimate for z = O. 
To proceed, given v, j for which tffv,j is nonempty, we choose r( ,j E tffv,j 

and set 

Note that 

(4.13) 

So, if we let 
. k' CV'](z) = a CV'](z) 

",k Z " ' 

it follows that 
V,j( ) '" k v,j(O) R ( ) c" z = L z c",k + M z , 

Ikl";M(N) 

where if z E Q (and hence Izl < r l / 2- e ) and if M is large enough, 
-N IRM(z)l:S:;; CN,1 IIf11 4 • 

Therefore, if we set 

g;~/f(z) = rlkl/2a; f /[qJ(Z,'Il-qJ(Z'I1",j)la~,j(z, t7)/(t7)dl1 , 

then since Izkl,1lkl/2 :s:;; 1, the left-hand side of (4.12) is dominated by 
crNllfl14 plus 

2: II 2:/qJ(Z,I1",j) g;~/ f(O) 114 . 
Ikl";M v ,j L (Q) 

Since 1t7 - t7v ,j I :s:;; C,1 1/2 for t7 E sUPPI1 a; ,j , it is clear that the symbol of g;v,j 
satisfies (4.11). Therefore, by the last majorization, we would be done if we had 
the following discrete version of the L 2 ~ L 4 local smoothing theorem. 

Lemma 4.6. Let Q and t7v , j be as above. Then if Q is contained in a small 
relatively compact neighborhood of sUPPI1 a" (so that rp is well defined) 

II ~ eiqJ(Z,I1",J) cv,j t4 :s:;; C ,1-1/4 ( 2: Icv ,j l2 y/2 
V,] (Q) V,] 
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Proof. As before we assume 0 E Q _ If we then normalize the phase function 
by setting 

¢(z, r,) = rp(Z, r,) - rp(O, r,) , 
then the desired estimate is equivalent to 

(4.14) AI/4112: ei¢(Z"'"'i)C",jI14 ~ C(2:lc",jI2)1/2 
V,j L (Q) V,j 

To see that this is a corollary of the L 2 -+ L 4 local smoothing theorem, we 
let Q~' j be the cube of side length AI/2 in ]R3 which is centered at r,v, j , If A 
is sufficiently large and if we let 

b~,j(z, r,) = { ( .eil¢(Z''1)-¢(Z''1V ,J)]dr,}-I. XQv'J(r,) , 
1Q~'} .! 

it follows that, for z E Q , 
Ib~,j(z, r,)1 ~ ClQ~,jl-1 = c' r3/2. 

To see this, note that ¢(z, r,)-¢(z, r,v ,j) = 0 when r, = r,v,j and 'i7 '1¢(z, r,) = 

O(r lj2 - e ) for z in Q. Hence, I¢(z, r,)-¢(z, r,v,j)1 < 1/2 for large A,giving 
the estimate. Similar considerations show that 
(4.15) la:b~,j(z, r,)1 ~ Ca A- 3/ 2 A1al /2 , z E Q. 

These estimates are relevant since the quantity inside the L 4 norm in (4.14) 
equals 

f i¢(z,'1) '\""bv,j( ) v,jd e ~A z,r,c r,. 
v,j 

So if we argue as in [33] and write 

b~,j(z,r,)=b~,j(O,r,)+ r l ",a b~,j(uI'O, ... ,O,r,)dul+'" 10 UU I 

+ (ZI ... (Z4 ~ ... ~b~,j(u,y)du, 
10 10 aUI aU4 

it follows that the left-hand side of (4.14) is dominated by 

AI/411 f ei¢(z,IJ) 2:b~,j(O, r,)cv,j dr,114 + ... 
V,j L (Q) 

A -1/2-, A -1/2-, 

+AI/4j ... j Ilfei¢(Z'IJ)2:~.,.~b~,j(U,r,)CV,jdr,11 duo 
_A- 1/2-, _;.-1/2-, ",j aUI aU4 L4(Q) 

Since b~ ,j vanishes unless 1r,1 ;:::: A, Theorem 3.1 and Plancherel's theorem 
imply that this is majorized by 

AI/4Al/211 2:b~,j(O, r,)CV,jI12 + ... 
v,j L (dIJ) 

A -1/2-, A -1/2-, 

+Al/4A,1/2j ... j 112:~ ... ~bV,j(u r,)CV,jll duo 
_;.-1/2-, _;.-1/2-, v ,j aUI aU4 A' L2(dIJ) ' 
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however, using (4.15) and the fact that the sets Q~,j have finite overlap shows 
that this in turn is 

as desired. 0 

Returning to the proof of (4.6), let us fix a lattice of cubes of side length 
r 1/2-e . Then, if we raise (4.10) to the 4th power and then sum over the cubes 
in the lattice which intersect with sUPPz aA , we conclude that, for large enough 
M, 

(4.16) II~fIIL4(JR4) ~ C ).1/4+e L II (L I~~,/ fl2 r/2
114 4 + C IlfIlL4(JR3). 

Ikl:(M v,j L(JR) 

To apply this we need an estimate about the kernel 

(4.17) K;:£(z,y) = ! ei[rp(Z'rJ)-(Y'rJ)la~:£(z, y/)dy/ 

of ~v;/. If ./y C ]R4 x ]R\O is a small conic neighborhood of suppaA , we 
define'the smooth curves 

( 4.18) YY,rJ = {z: rp~(z,y/)=y, (Z,y/)E'/y}. 

Then we have the following pointwise estimate. 

Lemma 4.7. If Y/v are the unit vectors occurring in the definition of ~'J , then, 
given any N, 

v,j 3/2 ( 1/2. ( ))-N (4.19) IKA,k(z,Y)I~Ck,N). 1+), dlstz'YY,rJn • 

Proof. We may assume that suppz aA is small. Then local coordinates z = 

(x, t) can be chosen so that det rp;,., oj: 0 and rp; oj: O. Since the latter implies 
rpt'~ oj: 0, it follows from the implicit function theorem that Y is of the form 

./ Y''''v 
(x(t), t) near sUPPz aA if this set is small enough. So, under this assumption 
there must be a c > 0 so that 

But \7,.,rp is homogeneous of degree zero in Y/ and therefore 

I \7 ,., [rp (z , Y/) - rp (z , Y/ v)] I ~ C r 1/2 , Y/ E c2'v , j . 

Combining these two bounds implies that there is a c' > 0 so that 

I \7 [rp (z , Y/) - (y, Y/)] I ~ c' dist (z , Y ), ,., y. 'I" 

provided that dist (z , Y ) is larger than a fixed multiple of ).-1/2. Conse-
y, 'I" 

quently, if we recall (4.11), we see that (4.19) follows from integrating by parts 
in (4.17). 0 
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In particular, we obtain the uniform bounds 

( 4.20) J IK;j (Z, y)ldy :( C. 

In order to apply this we define for m E Z? the operators pm via their 
Fourier transforms by 

~ 1/2 A pmf(rl) = p(r 1] - m)f(1]) 
_ -1/2 -1/2 -1/2 A = p(),. 1]1 - m l )p(),. 1]2 - m2)p(),. 1]3 - m3)f(1]) , 

where p is the function occurring in the definition of sr;v,j . Then LmEzl pm f 
= f. In addition, if for a given v, j we let J . C Z3 be those m for which 

V,} 

& . nsuppp(),.-1/21] - m) i- 0, it follows that 
V,} 

(4.21 ) Card J . :( C , 
II, ) 

since the & . are comparable to cubes of sidelength ),.1/2 . Also, since the sets 
V,} 

&v,j have finite overlap, there is an absolute constant C so that 

( 4.22) Card { (v , j) : m E J .} :( C 'limE Z 3 . 
V,) 

We now use the uniform bounds (4.20) and apply the Schwarz inequality along 
with (4.11) and (4.21) and obtain 

1sr;~I/ f(z)1 2 :( C J I L pm f(yf IK;:i (z, y)1 dy 
mEJ'", J 

:( C' J L Ipmf(Y)12 IK;,'i (z, y)1 dy. 
mEJ v, J 

If we now use (4.22), we see that for a given nonnegative L 2 function g( z) 

J L Isr;~kj f(z)1 2 g(z) dz 
V,} (4.23 ) 

:( C J ~ Ipm(Y)12 :~~d J IK;,'i(z, y)1 g(z) d z } dy. 

In order to finish the proof we shall use the following square function estimate 

( 4.24) if 2 :( p :( x. 

It is due to Carleson and Cordoba [13], and a simple proof due to Rubio de 
Francia is contained in [16]. By (4.16), (4.22), (4.23), and the inverse Holder 
inequality we would be done if we could prove 

( 4.25) ( fJ supl/IK;)(Z,Y)lg(z)dzI2 dy )I/2 :( C,.{I/41IgIIL2(IR4), i IR V,} • 
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but this follows from estimates for variable coefficient Kakeya maximal func-
tions whose proof we postpone until the next section (cf. Theorem 5.2). 0 

Remarks on sharp local smoothing for operators of type (1/2, 1/2). Suppose that 
dim X = dim Y = n and let 

(4.26) !T f(x) = r ei'l'(x,'1l a(x , Y/) ](Y/) dY/ 
JR" 

be a Fourier integral operator of order f.I.. - 1/4 and type (1/2, 1/2). That is, 
we assume that qJ is a generating function for a canonical relation ~ and that 
the symbol satisfies 

(4.27) I a;a;a(z, Y/) I ~ Cal' (1 + 1Y/I)'l-lal/2+ll'l/2. 

Then it was shown in [1, 17, 28], that for 1 < p < 00 

(4.28) !TfELioc(X) if fELP(y) and f.I..~-(n-~)I~-tl. 

Moreover, in general this result cannot be improved. 
However, if we consider operators from Y to Z satisfying the cinematic 

curvature hypothesis, then we shall see that there is a range of exponents p > 
2 for which there is local smoothing of all orders < 1/ p. In general such an 
operator cannot send LP(y) -+ Lioc(Z) if the order of the symbol is 
> -(n - ~)It - t l + t. For if one works locally, writing z = (x, t), an applica-
tion of the Sobolev embedding theorem would give SUPtEI 1!T(x, t)1 E Lioc(X) 
if f E LP(y) , which is stronger than (4.28). 

Theorem 4.8. Suppose that !T E Ii/~1/4(Z, Y;~) is of the form (4.26) (with 
x replaced by z). Suppose also that ~ satisfies the nondegeneracy assumption 
(2.2), (2.3) and the cone condition (2.6). Then, if f.I.. < -(n - t)( t - t) + t, 
it follows that !T f E Lioc (Z) if f E LP (Y) and 

(1) 6~p<00 n=2; 
(2) 4 ~ p < 00 n ~ 3. 

The proof is a straightforward modification of the proof of Theorem 4.2. If 
we assume now that a(z, Y/) is a symbol of order 0 and type (1/2, 1/2) and 
if we set a).(z, Y/) = P(IY/I/A) , then we must show that the associated dyadic 
operators satisfy the following estimates for e > 0 and p as in the theorem: 

(4.29) IIg;:fllp ~ CeA (n- ~) (~- t) -tH IIfllp . 
. As before, we prove this by first decomposing the operators into pieces of the 

form 
g;:" f(z) = f ei'l'(Z,'llx)Y/)a).(z , y/)](y/)dy/, 

where the X" are the n-dimensional versions of the homogeneous cutoffs that 
were used before. We then make a further decomposition into operators g;:",j 
with symbols given by (4.7). Then, as before, tfl . = supp a~,j is comparable 

",j " A 

to a ..1. 1/ 2 cube which lies in the annulus {Y/: I'll :::::: A} . 
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Having set up the notation, we need the following n-dimensional version of 
Lemma 4.6: If Q c IRn+1 is a cube of sidelength r l / 2- e and if ,,11 ,j E c!lI ,j , 
then there is a uniform constant C such that for large A. 

II "( v J) "II n (I I) I ( " 2) 1/2 (4.30) 2:/9' Z,,,' ell,) LP :s;; C r4'+n 'rfj -fj 2: Icll')1 , 
II,) (Q) II,) 

2(n + 1) 
p ~ 1· n-

Since we are assuming that a is a symbol of order 0 and type (1/2, 1/2) the 
estimate (4.13) holds here as well. So the argument which led to (4.12) gives 
that, for p as in (4.30), 

lIg;:fIlLP(Q) :s;; CA.-~+n(!-~)-~ IQI-~ 2: II ( 2: Ig;:~/ f12) 1/211 P 
Ikl:S;;M(N) II ,j L (Q) 

+ eN r N IIfIlLP(Y) . 
However, if n ~ 3 and if we apply the Kakeya maximal estimate (Theorem 

5.2) just like before, this leads to (4.29) in the special case of p = 4. The other 
cases follow from interpolating with the estimate for p = 00 which was proved 
in [28]. 

To prove (4.29) for n = 2 we need to use the fact that, for 1 :s;; q :s;; 2, 
the Kakeya maximal operator in (4.25) has an L q operator norm which is 
0(&(1-2/P) Ilog&II-I/P). This just follows from interpolating between the L2 
estimate (Theorem 5.1) and the trivial L I estimate that the maximal operators 
are bounded on LI with norm 0(&-1). Using this estimate for q = 3/2 leads 
to (4.29) when p = 6 , which as above leads to the full two-dimensional result 
by interpolation. 

5. VARIABLE COEFFICIENT KAKEY A MAXIMAL FUNCTIONS 

The purpose of this section is to prove a sharp L 2 estimate for variable 
coefficient versions of the Kakeya maximal function, as needed in (4.25). 

We now assume that Z and Yare as in §2 with the dimension of Y being 
n ~ 2 and dim Z = n + 1 . To state the hypotheses in an invariant way, let Clf 
be as in §2. Then we set for (y, ,,) E n T* Y (Clf) 

(5.1) Yy ,,, = {ZEZ: (z,Cy,,,)EClf, some C}. 
It follows from our nondegeneracy assumptions (2.2) and (2.3) that Yy ,,, is a 
C)Q immersed curve in Z which depends smoothly on the parameters (y, ,,) . 
Note that if Clf is as in (2.7), then 

(5.2) Yy ,,, = {ZEZ: qJ~(z, ,,)=y}. 

Let us fix a smooth metric on Z and put 

R~,,, = {z: dist(z, Yy,,,) < &}. 
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If 0 < 0 < 1/2 and Q E C;'(Y x Z) we set 

(5.3) Af6g(y) = sup I 1 <5 [Q(y, Z)g(Z)dzl· 
"EllT;y('lJ') Vol (Ry ,,,) J~.~ 

Then we have the following results. 

Theorem 5.1. Suppose dim Z = 3, dim Y = 2 and suppose that ~ satisfies the 
nondegeneracy conditions (2.2) and (2.3) as well as the cone condition (2.6). 
Then 

(5.4) 

In higher dimensions we have 

Theorem 5.2. Suppose n ~ 3, dim Z = n + 1, dim Y = n and suppose that ~ 
satisfies the nondegeneracy conditions (2.2) and (2.3) and the cone condition 
(2.6). Then 

(5.5) 

Since the canonical relation associated to the operator in the proof of The-
orem 4.2 is given by (2.7), it is clear that the maximal function in (4.25) is 
majorized by CN"E,j~orjN Lzj;.-I/zg and, therefore, (5.4) implies (4.25). 

Before turning to the proof, let us state one more consequence. If (X, g) 
is a compact Riemannian manifold, then for a given y E X and () E TyX , let 
y y , 0 (t) be the geodesic starting at y in the direction () which is parameterized 
by arclength. Then if T X 3 (y, ()) ---+ (y, t7(y, ())) E T* X is the Legendre 
transform, it follows that Yy 0 coincides with y "( 0) in (5.1) if ~ is the , y,., y, 

canonical relation (2.13) with q(x,~) = J"E, gjk (X)~lk being the square root 
of the cometric and XI being the flowout along the Hamilton vector field asso-
ciated to q (see [37]). So, if we fix 0 < T < 00 and let 

R~: ~ = {(x, t) : dist(x, y x, o(t)) < 0, 0 ~ t ~ T} , 
a special case of our results is 

II sup 1 [lg(Z)ldZII 
OES;X Vol (R~:~) JR~:~ L2(X) 

"-2 1/2 
~ CT max{o--r ,Ilogol } IIgII L 2(XXIR)' 

This is of course stronger than the inequality (1.2) stated in the introduction 
since it involves averages over small neighborhoods of geodesic light rays rather 
than just small neighborhoods of geodesics. Let us remark that the sharpness of 
the constants in (5.4) and (5.5) can be checked as in the Euclidean case by testing 
Af6 against functions which are radial in an appropriate coordinate system. For 
example, in two dimensions one takes g,,(x, t) = Ixl- 1/2 , if 0 ~ Ixl ~ 1/2, 
o ~ t ~ 1, and g,,(x, t) = 0 elsewhere. 
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We shall first give a proof of Theorem 5_1 and then describe the modifications 
which are needed in the higher-dimensional case. At the end of the section we 
shall consider a nonisotropic variant which will be needed in the next section. 

Proof of Theorem 5.1. We may work locally and assume that y is of the form y,,, 
(5.2) where 17/1171 is close to (1, 0) . 

To proceed, we fix a C;O function a satisfying a ~ O. Then let a(z, 0) E 
C;O supported in a small neighborhood of z = 0, 0 = 0, say where 101 < eo < 
7[/4. Then we put 

and 
¢(z, 17, 0) = (qJ~(z, cos 0, sin 0), 17) 

and define 

(5.6) AJg(y,O) = f f /(cP(z,,,,8)-(y'''»aJ(z, 17, O)g(z)d17dz. iR3 iR2 
Clearly it suffices to prove the L 2 estimate for the maximal function 
suP8IAJg(y, 0)1. We consider AJ as a Fourier integral operator sending func-
tions of z into functions of (y, 0). We shall see that this Fourier integral oper-
ator becomes degenerate if (cos 0, sin 0) = ±17/1171 , in the sense that the associ-
ated canonical relation is not locally the graph of a symplectic diffeomorphism. 
We may write a J as the sum of two symbols, say a~, a~, with the property that 
if (cos 0, sin 0) = 17/1171 then a~(z, 17, 0) = 0 and if (cos 0, sin 0) = -17/1171 
then a~(z, 17, 0) = O. Both cases can be handled in the same way and, there-
fore, it is no loss of generality to assume in what follows that 

if I(cos 0, sin 0) - 17/11711 ~ 3/2. 

It will be useful to break up the operators AJ by means of a dyadic decom-
position of the symbol. To do this, as before, we let P E C;o(lR\O) satisfy 
Lk P(2- k s) = 1 , s # 0 and define 

A~g(y, 0) = II ei(cP(Z,,,,8)-(y'''))P(2-JI17l)ao(z, 17, O)g(z)d17dz. 

It is trivial to check that the maximal function sUP8IA~g(y, 0)1 defines a 
bounded operator from L 2(]R3) into L2(]R2) with norms depending on j. 
Therefore it suffices to show that 

(5.7) ( /.' s~p I ,iE, A;g(y, 0)1' dy ) II' " C IlogJII/'lIgIlL',R'I· 

In order to handle the degeneracy of the Fourier integral operator A~ we 
introduce another decomposition. Write 17/1171 = (COSO(17), sin 0(17)) and let 

k . for 2 :.::;; 2 :.::;; eo2l 
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. 0 . 0 
Moreover define pl, in the analogous way, such that pl, is supported where 

. . I 
1'/ ~ 21 and 10 - 0(1'/)1 ~ r J + ,and let 

pj (1'/, 0) = p (2 - j 1'/) ( 1 - I: pj , k (1'/ , 0)). 
2k <eo2) 

Then we define operators 

(5.8) 
A~,kg(y, 0) = ff ei(<I>(z,r"O)-(y,r,» pj,k(1'/, O)o:,,(z, 1'/, O)g(z)d1'/dz, 

A~g(y, 0) = ff /(<I>(z,r"O)-(y,r,» pj(1'/, O)o:,,(z, 1'/, O)g(z)d1'/dz. 

The main inequalities we are going to use about these operators are 

(5.9) 

and 

2k/2I1A~,k gllL2 + 2-k/2 11 (8 1(0)A~,k gllL2 
-j -I -N 

~ C N min {1, (2 ~ ) } II gilL 2 if k ~ i I 2 , 
2(j-k)/2I1A~,k gllL2 + 2(k- j )/2 11 (8 1(0)A~,k gllL2 

-j -I -N 
~ CN min{l, (2 ~ ) }lIglIL2 if k ~ i12, 

(5.10) 2j/2I1A~gIlL2 + rj/211(8180)A~gIlL2 ~ CNmin{l, (2-j~-I)-N}lIgIlL2. 

Let us first show why (5.9) and (5.10) imply the desired maximal inequality. 
We use 

(5.11) ~~~ IF(0)12 ~ C (f IF(s)12 dS) 1/2 (f IF' (s)12 dS) 1/2 

if FE CI(lR) and F(O)=O, 

which just follows from writing (F(0))2 = 2J: F(s)F'(s)ds and then applying 
Schwarz's inequality. 

To apply this we set for positive integers k 

B;g(y,O) = I: A~,kg(y,O). 
2k ~eo2j 

As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 let Lj' L~ denote Littlewood-Paley operators 
acting on z E lRn+1 and y E lRn , respectively. Then there is a uniform constant 

k . 
Co such that for 2 ~ Bo2l 

L A j,k 0 'fl' "1 4 "" = 1 ] - } ~ , 
(5.12) . k IN'N 

IIA~' L>g(" 0)11 2 ~ CNmin{2-l ,2-1 }lIgllz 

The first statement follows from the disjoint support of the symbols if one uses 
the Fourier transform. For the second, one has to use the homogeneity of the 
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phase function which implies that 1(9'~(z, 0), 11)1 ~ 1111 if 0 is close to 1111111 
and, therefore, 

I V' z (</>( Z , 11, if) - (Z , 11')) I ~ c max {2j, 2/} 

if 1111 ~ 2j , 111'1 ~ 2/, Ij - /1 ~ Co and if(11) is close to if. Now (5.12) 
immediately follows by an integration by parts. 

Next we apply (5.11) and (5.12) and see that 

(5.13) 

1\ s~p I ~B;g(. , if)1 t2(R') 

:;;;; Cllogc5I I/2 (L II sup IB; g( . , if) I 112 ) 1/2 
k 6 ~~n) 

:;;;; Cllogc5I I/2 ( L liB; gIlL2(a'+I) 11(8 18if)B; gIlL2(R'+ I») 1/2 
k 

" k "'k' 
Using the Fourier transform we see that A~' L}A~ L/)* = 0 if either 
Ik - k'i > 4 or Ii - /1 > 4. This implies 

and, therefore, using duality 

(L IIA{k Ljgll~ y/2 :;;;; C IIglb. 
J,k 

Using (5.13) this and an analogous statement involving if-derivatives of 
"k 

A~' Ljg imply that 

II sup I L Bkg( . , if)111 :;;;; Cllogc5II/2I1gIlL2(R·+I)" 
6 k L 2 (R') 

By similar arguments we obtain 

Il sUpILA~g(., if)111 :;;;; Cllogc5II/2I1gIlL2(R·+I)" 
6 j L2(a') 

These two inequalities imply the statement of Theorem 5.1. 
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Proof of(5.9) and (5.10). Let us notice that under our hypothesis the determi-
nant of the 3 x 3 matrix 

( Y'zqJ~(z,8) ) (5.14) 1/ .1 
Y'z(1/, qJr,r,(Z, 8)8 ) 

does not vanish if iJ is close to 0 and 1//11/1 is away from (1,0). Here we have 
set 8(iJ) = (cosiJ, siniJ) and 8.l(iJ) = (-siniJ, cosiJ). This already implies 
that the operators A~ and (8 18iJ)A~ are Fourier integral operators associated 
to a local canonical graph; they are of order -1 12 and 1 12 , respectively. This 
implies (5.10), if 2j ~ t5- 1 • The analogous estimate for 2j > t5- 1 follows from 
the same argument if one takes into account the decay properties of the symbol. 

We now tum to the proof of (5.9), and again it suffices to consider the 
case 2j ~ t5- I . First observe that (818f))(aopj,k) = O(2j - k). Since by ho-
mogeneity (qJ~r,(z, 8), 8) = 0, we see that on the supports of the symbols 
(818iJ)(qJ~(z, cosiJ, siniJ) , 1/) = O(2k) , and hence (818iJ)A~,k behaves like 
2kA~,k if k ~ )12 and like 2j-kA~,k if k ~ )12. Therefore we only need to 

2 . k 
prove the L estimate for A~' . 

It turns out to be easier to prove the estimate for the adjoint~ operator be-
cause this allows us to use the Fourier transform. Specifically, if f denotes the 
partial Fourier transform of f with respect to y, then the desired estimate is 
equivalent to 

(5.15) (/111 /c/J(z,r"f))p j ,k(1/, iJ)ao(z, 1/, iJ)j(1/, iJ)d1/diJI 2 dzy/2 

C 2-k/2 . { 2k- j /2} Ilfll ~ mm 1, L2(JR3). 

In order to prove it we distinguish two cases. The easy case arises if k ~ )12. 
In this case we change variables 
( 5 .16) (1/, iJ) = (2 j e; , iJ ( e;) + e) , 
and dominate the left hand-side of (5.15) by 
( 5.17) 

I (/111 ei2ic/J(Z,Cf)(C;)+9)pj,k(2j e;, iJ(e;) +9)) 

x ao(z, 2j e;, iJ(e;) + e) 22j j(2j e;, iJ(e;) + 9) de;12 d z ) 1/2 de. 

We split z = (x, t) such that det qJ~x (x, t, 8) i- o. Let for fixed 9, 

<I> (x , e;; e, t) = ¢(x, t, iJ(e;) + e, e;). 
Then, if we set 

( 

..Cl 8iJ ·.Cl 8iJ ) -smu- -smu-
.1 8e; 1 8e;2 

8 @Y'c;iJ = 8iJ aiJ' 
cos iJ 8e; 1 cos iJ 8e;2 
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it follows that 

Observe that 
I 1/.1 I V'x(e; 'Pr,r,({} ® V'~~)) = 0, 

~=O=(I ,0) 

and we can conclude that the determinant of <l>~x is bounded away from zero, 
for e;/Ie;1 close to (1,0) and ~ close to O. Therefore we may apply the 
standard L 2 estimate for oscillatory integrals [21] and see that 

II(A~,k)* fIlL2(]Rl) 

(5.18) ::;;; C2-j l (JI22jl(2je;,~(e;)+8)12de;)1/2d8 
191,:,,2k - J 

::;;; C 2(k-j)/22-jIl22j 1(2j " ')II L 2(]Rl) = C' 2(k-j)f2I1fIIL2(]R3) 

In order to prove (5.15) for k ~ j /2 we use a modification of the argument 
in Hormander's proof of the Carleson-Sjolin lemma in [21]. Let 8 be as in 
(5.16) and make another change of variables, particularly, 

8(u) = lul l / 2 , if u ~ 0, 

8(u) = -lul l / 2 , if u ::;;; O. 
( 5.19) 

We set 
'J'(z, e; , u) = ¢(z, e;, ~(e;) + 8(u)) 

and 

(5.20) Tj h(z) = J /2i 'l'(z ,C u) no (z , e; , ~(e;) + 8(u) )h(e; , u) de; duo 

Then 

where 
hj,k(e;, u) = 22j-llul-I/2pj,k(2je;, ~(~)+8(u))J(2je;, ~(e;)+8(u)). 

Since for k ~ 1 
Ilh j ,k l12 ::;;; C23j/22-k/21Iflb, 

the desired estimate follows from 

(5.21) IITjhll2 ::;;; c2-3j/2I1hI12' 

The square of the left-hand side of (5.21) equals 

(5.22) {{ H j (e;, u, e;' , u') h(e; , u) h(t , u') d~ du de;' du' 
J]Rl JR. l 

where 
(5.23) . 

Hj(~, u, e;', u') = J ei2J ('I'(z,CU)-'I'(z,( ,u'» 

x no(z, 2i~, $(~, u))no(z, 2it, ~(t, u')) dz. 
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Now (5.21) of course follows if 

(5.24) IHi(c;, u, c;', u')1 ~ CN(1 + 2i lc; -c;'l + 2i lu - u'I)-N. 

Recall that ao is a COO function with respect to z. In order to perform the 
integration by parts necessary to prove (5.24) we have to check that 

(5.25) IV' z('P(z, c; , u) - 'P(z, ( , u'))1 ~ co(lc; - c;'l + lu - u'l) 

and 

(5.26) 

Since for all y 
060; ('P~(z , cos ~, sin~) , rt) I = 0, 

6=6(,,) 

we see that 'P(z, C;, .) and all its derivatives with respect to z are C I func-
tions of u. This implies (5.26). Now if we could also show that det 'P'(~ ) # 0 

~ ,u ,z 
then (5.25) would follow after possibly a further shrinking of the support of the 
symbols. Now 

, (V'z'P~+V'z(C;I'P~,,(01.0V'';~))) I 
'Y(J< u) Z (z , c; , u) = , ., , , I /I 1. -1/2 

V' z(c; 'P""O )Iul /2 8=8(6(';)+9(u)) 
For ~ close to 0 we have 

/I 1. -1/2 , 
I det'Pz,(';'u)1 ~ 1(0 (~+ 8(u)), c;)llul ~ Co 

for some positive constant c~. This proves (5.25) and completes the proof of 
(5.9). 0 

Proof of Theorem 5.2. The proof follows the same lines as the proof of Theorem 

5.1. For W E jRn-1 near the origin let O(w) = (WI' ... ,wn _ I ' VI -lwI 2). 

Then one sets 

A~g(y, w) = r r /[(qI~(Z,8(W)),")-(Y,")lao(z, 1'/, W) P(2-i 1'/) g(z)d1'/dz , 
j.J.n+ I IB.n 

where now ao(z, w, 1'/) = a(z, w)a(f51'/) with a being a Schwartz function a 
satisfying a ~ 0 and with a E C;' supported near the origin. As in the proof 
of Theorem 5.1, we may assume that 

ao(z, 1'/, w) = 0 if 10(w) - 1'//11'/11 ~ 3/2. 
The maximal inequality would then follow if we could show that for suitable 
small eo and 2i > e~ I 

(5.27) "s~p IA~g(y , w)1 t2(J.n) ~ C N2i(n-2)/2 min{ 1 , (2 i f5- 1 fN} IlgIIL2(lRn+l) . 

We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 5.1 to decompose 

(5.28) A~ = A~ + L A~,k. 
2k ~eo2j 
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In order to describe this decomposition define W(l1) by 11/1111 = (J(W(l1)) and 
let 

For later use let us observe that if (J.l.. (w) is the hyperplane perpendicular to 
(J(w) and IIo.l.(W) denotes the projection onto that hyperplane then 

III I 2k-j 'f() pj,k 2 2k 2j (S.29) o.l.(w)l1 ~ 1 11, w E supp , ~ ~ eo . 

. 0 . 0 
If k = 0 we define pl' in the analogous way, such that pl' is supported 
where 11 ~ 2j and Iw - w(l1)1 ~ rj+1 , and let 

pj(l1 , w) = P(2- jll )(1- LPj,k(l1, W)). 
2k<B021 

As in (S.8) we define 

( S.30) 

A~,k g(y, ~) = ei[(f/I~(z,O(W)),'1)-(Y''1)) pj,k(l1, w)a,,(z, 11, w) g(z) dll dz, 

A~g(y, w) = !! /[(f/I~(z ,O(w)) ,'1)-(y,'1») pj (11, w)a,,(z, 11, w) g(z) dll dz. 

The desired inequality will clearly follow from 

IIs~pIA~'kg(y, (J)lii2 ~ CN2(2k-j)(n-2)/2min{1, (2- j J- I )-N}lIglb 

if k ~ j /2, 
(S.31 ) iis~p IA~,k g(y, (J)lii2 ~ CN min{ 1, (2- j 15- 1) -N }llgl1 2 if k ~ j /2, 

iiS~PIA~g(y, (J)lii2 ~ CN 2}(n-2)/2 min{l, (2-j J- I )-N}llgIl 2 • 

We want to use the following higher-dimensional version of (S.ll): 

'" y 1/2 y' 111/2 (S.32) sup IF(w l , ••• , wn_I)1 ~ C ~ lIowFlb Ilow F 2 ' 
wElRn - 1 '-y+y -(I, ... , I) 

which is a straightforward consequence of 
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Applying (5.32) we see that (5.31) is a consequence of 

(5.33) 
(!!18~A~g(y, 0)1 2dOdy )1/2 ~ CN2-i(I-2Y)/2min{l, (2-i l5- 1)-N}llgIl2 , 

(5.34) 

(!!18~A~'k g(y, 0)1 2 dOdy r/2 

~ CN2(k-i)(n-2)/22-k(I-2Y)/2min{l, (2-i l5- 1)-N}llgI12 if k ~ i12, 

( 5.35) 

(!!18~A~'k g(y, 0)1 2 dOdy r/2 

~ CN2-U-k)(n-I-2Y)/2min{l, (2-i l5- 1)-N}llgI1 2 if k ~ i12. 

Now 8~A~ has the same quantitative properties as 2ilyl A~ , while 8~A~' k be-
haves like 2kIYIA~,k if k ~ i 12 and like 2U-k)lYIA~,k if k ~ i 12. Therefore 
we only need to prove the L 2 estimates for Iyl = 0. The estimate for A~ is 
immediate if one observes that 

( 
V'ztp~(z,O) ) 

rn~ =n+l 
V'z(~ltp~'1(Z, O)j!) 

( 5.36) 

for 0 close to (0, ... ,0,1) and ~/I~I away from (0, ... ,0,1). 
Instead of estimating A~' k we shall estimate its adjoint using the Fourier 

transform. Also we shall only consider the case 2i ~ l5- 1 since the remaining 
cases follow by the same arguments, taking into account the rapid decay of the 
symbol. We change variables 

(5.37) 

and let 

where 

Then 

where 

rl'k h(z) = !! ei2i4>(Z,~ ,w) pi,k (~, w(~) + w) 

x ao(z, 2i ~, w(~) + w)h(~, w) d~ dw 

<l>(z, ~, w) = (tp~(z, e(w(~) + w)), ~). 

and it suffices to prove 

(5.38) IIrl'khll2 ~ C2-(J-k)(n-2)/2 2-(Jn+k)/2 min{l, l-i/2}llhlb· 
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The case k ~ j /2 is handled exactly in the same manner as the two-dimensional 
case. One uses the fact that rank <P~z ~ n and that for fixed e; the function 
w ~ pi,k(e;, wee;) + w) is supported on a set of measure ~ crU-k)(n-I). 

"/2 k . Next, let us assume that 2l ~ 2 ~ t02l. In this case we need to intro-
duce a further finite decomposition of the operator Tj' k. First note that the 
nondegeneracy and cone conditions imply that for any unit vector e that is 
orthogonal to O(w(e;) + w) 

" Y'z({JI'/+Y'z(e({Jl'/l'/dwde;) I -
( 

I I " dO dw ) 
rank <p(~,w),z(z, e) = rank I " dO = n + 1. 

Y' (e ({J -) w=w(e)+w 
z I'/I'/dw 

Therefore, one can find for each 0 a finite partition of unity of O.L conslstmg 
of functions Xt(' , 0), 1 ~ I ~ M, smoothly depending on 0, such that each 
Xt ( . , 0) E COO (O.L \ 0) is homogeneous of degree 0 and such that for 1 ~ I ~ M 
there is i (I) with 

( 

I I " dO dw ) Y' z({J1'/ + Y' z(e ({JI'/I'/ dw de;) I 
det dO ~ Co > 0, 

Y' z(e1 ({J~I'/-d--) (z ,fJ)=(z, fJ(w(~)+w» 
wi(l) 

if e is a unit vector in O.L. Moreover, if nt, w denotes the projection onto 
the hyperplane perpendicular to O(w(e;)+w) and if e; is close to (0, ... ,0,1) 
then 

( 

I I " dO dw ) Y' z({J1'/ + Y' z(e; ({JI'/I'/ dw de; ) I 
det d Q ~ Co > 0, 

.L -I t" U 
In~,we;1 Y'z(e; ((JI'/I'/-d-) (z,fJ)=(z,fJ(w(~)+w» 

( 5.39) 

wi(l) 

if Xt(n~~we;, O(w(e;) + w)) # O. 
Also we see that the matrix in (5.39) and its inverse have uniformly bounded 
matrix norms, provided e;, 0 are close to (0, ... , 0, I). Let 

p{7(z, e;, w) = (l.5(z, e;, wee;) + w)pi ,k(e;, wee;) + w)Xt(n~~we;, O(w(e;) + w)) 

and define 

Tj:: h(z) = !! ei2j~(z ,Cw) pi :7(z, e;, w)h(e;, w)de;dw. 

We show that for j /2 ~ k the operators Tt'tk satisfy the bounds (5.38) and fix 
I. For notational reasons we may assume that the distinguished variable wi(l) 

in (5.39) is WI' We may also assume that for w, Wi E supp P~:7 (z , e;, .) 
one has Iw2 - (W' )21 ~ t2k - i lw - w/l, for a small constant t > O. We split 
w = (WI' v) and write 

( 5.40) 
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where hv(~' WI) = h(~ , w) and 

TJ,k,v h ( ) = If i2i Cl>(Z,{,W1,V)pJ,k(;: )h (;: )d;:d d,l v Z e d,l z,<."w"v v <."w, <., WI· 

Since the v integration in (5.40) is extended over a set of measure ~ 

crU- k )(n-2) , the desired inequality follows from 

(5.41) II Tj'lk,v hvl12 ~ C 2-Un+k)/21Ihvllz, 

uniformly in v. In order to show this we estimate the kernel of (Tj';' v)* Tl '; ,v, 
~~~ , , 

c;yJ,k,v(;: ;:' ')_1 i2i [Cl>(z,Cw l ,v)-Cl>(z,c;',w;,v)] Vbd,l <." wi' <., , w, - e 

PJ , k (;: )-pJ-:-. , -;-Ok (--;:,--, -) d 
x d,l Z,<."W"V d,l z,<., ,W"v Z. 

Then (5.41) would follow from 
J,k,v " J, k , -N 

(5.42) I~l (~,w,,~,w,)I~CN(1+21~-~1+2Iw,-w,D· 

For (~, w) E supp pi:; we have Inc;~w~1 ~ 2k- J , and this implies using Tay-
lor's formula 

la;[cf>(z, ~, w" v) - cf>(z, ~', w~, v)]1 

( 5.43) 
, k-J, '2 , 2 

~ Cl'(I~-~1+2 Iw,-w,D+Cl'(I~-~1 +lw,-w,l) 
, , k-J ' 

~ Cl'(I~ - ~ I + 2 Iw, - wiD· 
For the last inequality we used the assumption on the support of the symbols 
Pi'; . On the other hand (5.39) implies that 

IV z[cf>(z, ~, wi' v) - cf>(z, ~', w~, v)]1 

(5.44) ~ c(l~ - ~'I + 2k- Jlw 1 - w',D - c(1~ - ~'12 + Iw, - W~12) 
, , k-J ' 

~ c (I~ - ~ I + 2 Iw, - wiD 
using again the assumptions on the support. Now using (5.43) and (5.44) the 
estimate (5.42) follows immediately by integration by parts. 0 

Finally let us state an L 2 estimate for a nonisotropic variant of the Kakeya 
maximal function. For simplicity we do not formulate an invariant statement 
and consider only canonical relations ~ as in (2.7). For rp as in (2.7), X E 
C;'(]Rn x ]Rn+'), and () E Sn-' let 
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where 0 < J I ~ J2 ~ 1/2, N > n + 1, and llo.L denotes the orthogonal 
projection onto the hyperplane orthogonal to (). Let 

(5.45) ~ 0 g(y) = sup ! IH: 0 (y, z)g(z)1 dz. 
I' 2 OES"-I I' 2 

Then we have 
Theorem 5.3. Let J 1 ~ J2 ~ 1/2 and ~ 0 as in (5.45). Then, if n = 2, 

I' 2 

// 1/2 
1I.,n01 ,02gIlL2(lR2) ~ C 1l0 g J I I IIgIlL2(lR3 ) 

and, if n ~ 3, 
// I ~-(n-2)/2 

1I.,n01 ,02 g IL 2(R") ~ CUI IIgIl L 2(lR"+lr 

Proof. We define the nonisotropic averaging operators 

A g(y,()) = { {ej(VJ~(Z,O)-Y'T/)a(z,())a (r,,())d1'/g(z)dz. 
01 ,02 lItn+lllR" 01 ,02 

Here a E C;O with small support and 
-I -I 

aOI ,02(r" ()) = al(JI (1'/, (}))a2(J2 llo.L1'/) 

for suitable Schwartz functions ai' a2 in lR, and lRn-l, respectively. Using 
rescaling arguments we may assume that a l ' a2 have compact support. Then it 
suffices to prove the required estimates for the maximal function 
sUPolAol ,02 g (· , ())I. This is done in exactly the same way as in the isotropic 
case. The only difference concerns the smoothness in the () variable of the 
symbol a01'02; namely, we have a%a01'02 = O(I1'/J2riYi). Note, however, that 

~ . . k . k 
if pl, pl, are as in the proof of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 then ao 0 pl, = 0 

I' 2 

if 2k ~ CJ;I and ao 0 pi = 0 if J;1 is small compared to 2i. Therefore, 
I' 2 . k ~ . . k 

the () derivatives of ao 0 pl, and ao 0 pl behave like the ones of ao pl, 
I' 2 I' 2 I 

and ao pi, respectively (where ao is as in the isotropic case). This is enough 
1 1 

to carry over the previous arguments. 0 

6. LP -+ LP LOCAL SMOOTHING IN TWO DIMENSIONS 
AND CARLESON-SJOLIN ESTIMATES 

In this section we shall extend the LP local smoothing results of §4 to two 
dimensions and prove a sharp square function estimate for Fourier integral op-
erators which will be the basic prerequisite for the multiplier estimates in §7. In 
the following we shall always assume that X, Y, Z be paracompact manifolds 
with dim X = dim Y = 2, dim Z = 3; / will be a compact subinterval of lR. 

Theorem 6.1. Suppose that !T E /1I--1/4(Z , Y;~) where ~ satisfies the non-
degeneracy assumption (2.2), (2.3) and the cone condition (2.6). Then !T is 
bounded from Lfoc(Y) to L~mp(Z) if J.l ~ -(1/2 - l/p) + e(p), where 

(6.1 ) { 2~' 4~p<oo, 
e(p)= !(!_!) 2 

22 P' <p~4. 
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Our next result is a sharp mixed-norm L P --+ L q (L 2) estimate, for 2 < p :::;; 4. 
It is in the spirit of Theorem 3.2, which covers the case p = 2 and q ~ 6 . 

Theorem 6.2. Suppose that !T E IJl.-I/4(X x JR., Y; ~), where ~ c T* X \ 0 x 
T*JR. \ 0 x T* Y \ 0 satisfies the nondegeneracy assumptions (2.2), (2.3) and the 
cone condition (2.6). Let 

G(f)(x) = ([ I!T f(x, t)1 2 dt) 1/2. 

Then if 2:::;; p :::;; 4, q = 3p/(P - 1), and Jl < Jl(q) = -2(1/2 - l/q) + 1/2 it 
follows that G is bounded from L~mp(Y) to L~c(X). 

If p = 4 we have also q = 4 and, in the Euclidean case, Theorem 6.2 is 
essentially equivalent to Carbery's square function estimate for Bochner-Riesz 
multipliers [7, 23]. 

As in §4 we may state two straightforward consequences of Theorem 6.1 
concerning maximal operators and regularity of solutions of the wave equation. 
They improve results in [4, 32], where weaker estimates were proved under an 
additional conormality assumption. In the Euclidean case the analogous results 
have been obtained in [24]. 

Corollary 6.3. Assume that X, Y, and I are compact and !T E 
IJl.-I/4(X x I, Y;~) where ~ is as in Theorem 6.2. Then 

II sup I!T f( . , t)'11 :::;; CllfIlLP(y) , 
lEI LP(X) 

ifJl<-1/2-e(p), where e(p) is given by (6.1). 

Corollary 6.4. Let u be the solution to the Cauchy problem (3.2). Then, if 
Ie JR. is a compact interval and if e < e(p) , Pp = 11/2 - l/pl, 

lIuIIL~_PpH(MXl) :::;; C (1IfIIL~(M) + IlgIIL~(M))' 2 < p < 00. 

In the proofs of Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 we use an adaptation of the argu-
ments in [24]. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 one tries to use orthogonality 
arguments, which exploits the cone condition to replace the operator !T by 
certain "square functions" involving an angular decomposition of the operators 
!T. These square functions can then be handled by using our estimates on 
variable coefficient Kakeya maximal functions in §5. 

Proof of Theorem 6.1. As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 we may assume that 
!T = 9; is of the form (4.5) and that its symbol is of order zero and supported 
in {C;: (1 - ao)A :::;; 1c;1 :::;; (1 + ao)A} , for a small constant ao ' We also assume 
that the symbol vanishes for x E JR.2 and t E JR. outside of a fixed compact set 
and that the 17 support of the symbol is contained in a narrow cone in which 
the map 17 --+ qJ~(x, t, 17) is an isomorphism. 

The statement of the theorem follows from 

(6.2) A>I,e>O. 
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As in §4 we make an angular decomposition Si = Lv Siv with 

Sivf(x, t) = f eif{J(X,t,11l Xv(11) a;. (x , t, 11)/(11)d11. 

Here Xv is supported in a sector of angle ~ r l / 2 that contains the unit 
vector 11v' We shall also assume that the indices v are chosen so that, if we 
identify lR? and C in the obvious way, then arg 11v < arg 11v+1 ' and therefore 
I I ,-1/2 11v - 11v+1 ~ I\. • 

Then 

(6.3) 

Since we are assuming that a has small conic support, the summation only 
involves nonnegative indices f with i < (H 1/2 , where J > 0 is small. 

We shall need to make a further decomposition based on f. To this end, we 
fix P E C;'((-I, 1)) as before satisfying LjEz(p(u - j))2 == 1. We then set 

Si~/ f(x, t) = f /f{J(x,t,rll a~:f(x, t, 11)/(11)d11, 

with 

(6.4) a~:f(x, t, 11) = X)11)p(A- 12l {O;(x, t, 11) -j)a;.(x, t, 11)· 

Finally at the end of the proof we shall need a similar but finer decomposition 
of the operators Si~/ ' namely, we set 

Si~/,mf(x, t) = f eif{J(X,t'I'J}a~:f'm(x, t, 11)/(11)d11, 

with 
(6 5) v,j,m( ) (,-1/2,( t) ) v,j( t ) . a;',l X, t, 11 = P I\. (Ot X, , 11 - m a;',l X, , 11 . 

Notice that supp a~ 'f' m C supp a~ ':. Furthermore, for fixed x, t, supp 11 ---+ 

v j . bl' '2-1 ,1/2 I hOI v j m 0 a;':l IS compara e to a I\. x I\. rectang e, w 1 e supp 11 ---+ a;':l ' IS com-
parable to a cube of sidelength A 1/2 . 

We need two different orthogonality properties of the operators Siv / . The 

first says that Si~/ fSi~/ f and Si~/ fSi~/' f are almost orthogonal if j +k 
is different from j' + k' . This and a similar statement for the operators Siv i j , m 

is contained in 

Lemma 6.6. Suppose Ij + k - j' - k'i ;;:: Ae • Then 

IfSi~/ f(x, t)Si~/ f(x, t) Si~>j'f(x, t)Si~>k'f(x, t) dxdt I 
(6.6) 

-N f 4 ~ CeNA II 11 4 , 
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Suppose In + m - n' - m'l ~ At. Then 

(6.7) 

II g// ,m f(x, t)gt/ ,nf(x, t) g;~~.i' ,m' f(x, t) g;~~,k' ,n' f(x, t) dx dt I 
-N 4 

~ CeNA IIfl14 . 
The second orthogonality property says that 

g:v,J fg:fl,k f and g:v' ,J fg:fl' ,k f 
A,e A,e A,f A,e 

are almost orthogonal if the distance between the pairs (v, J1) and (Vi, J1') is 
large. 
Lemma 6.7. Suppose that J1 ~ v, J1' ~ Vi, and Iv - vii + 1J1- J1' 1 ~At. Then 

1/g;~/ f(x, t)g;~/ f(x, t) g;~~,j f(x, t) g;~~,k f(x, t) dxdtl 
(6.8) 

-N 4 
~ CNA Ilf11 4 · 

The proofs of both lemmas both rely on integration by parts arguments. The 
one needed for (6.6) and (6.7) is straightforward and only uses the assumption 
that ~; (x, t, rt) i:- 0 for rt i:- O. The one needed for (6.8) is more subtle and 
relies on the observation that the mapping (rt,~) ----+ (rt + ~, q(rt) + q(~)) from 
]R4 to ]R3 is a submersion if rt i:- ~ , provided the cone condition rank q~'1 = I 
is satisfied. In fact, if we consider the cones r x, I introduced in (2.4) and define 
subsets 

~,,~,j = { (~:~(x, t, rt), q(x, t, ~~(x, t, rt))): rt E suppa~:i} , 
then we need precise estimates for the distance between the algebraic sums 
y-,f . y-,f k y-,f" y-,f 'k 1. ,V,l + 1. ,fl, and 1 ,v ,J + 1 ,fl, . In the constant coefficient case these 

x,l X,I x,l x,l 
correspond to certain overlapping properties of those sums (see [12, 15, 24]); 
however, in the present (variable coefficient) context a more careful analysis 
is required. The details of these orthogonality arguments are carried out in a 
subsection below. 

We now apply the orthogonality property (6.6). Since for a fixed positive 
integer s ~ i+1 there are i+1 pairs (j, k) of positive integers such that 
j + k = s, we can apply (6.6) together with the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to 
obtain 
(6.9) 

IIg;fll~4(Utl) ~ CAt L ( L II L L g;~/(f)g;~/(f)I( 2 1 y/2 
e s~2'+1 j+k=s IV-fll""2' L (Ut ) 

-N 2 + Ct,NA IlfIIL4(Ut2 ) 

~ Ce At L il411 ( L I L g;~lj (f) g;~/ (ff) 1/211 2 1 

e l,k IV-f1I""2' L (Ut) 
-N 2 + Ce,NA IlfIlL4(Ut2 ). 
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Applying (6.8) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality one more time yields 

(6.10) II (L I L g;:~/(f)9t/(f)12y/2t2 R3 
J, k IV-Ill;::d ( ) 

~ CeAe11 (~Ig;:~/ (f) 12 ) 1/2 [4(R3) + Ce,NA-Nllfll~4(R2). 

Remark. The latter arguments are similar to an orthogonality argument in [24], 
where one works with a vertical decomposition (in r = q(C;)) of size AI/2. 
Such a decomposition would produce symbols of type (1/2,1/2), and the 
geometric arguments which rely on the curvature condition needed in order 
to prove Lemma 6.7 would fail for i « A 1/2 . For that reason we have to work 
with a vertical decomposition of size 2- l A. 

Having applied Lemma 6.7 we can introduce the finer decomposition g;:v i j = 
'Lg;:v/,m where the sum involves less than CA I / 22- l terms. If we now use 
(6.7) 'for v = v', J.l = J.l', j = j', k = k' and repeat the argument that led to 
(6.9), we obtain 

(6.11 ) 

II( LIg;:~/(f)12)1/21124 3 ~ c."'e(AI/22-l )I/411(.L 19;:~/,m(f)12)1/21124 3 

v , ] L (R ) ] , v , m L (R ) 

-N 2 + CeNA IIfIl L4(R2r 

We now proceed as in §4 to control the left-hand side of (6.11) by the two-
dimensional version of Carleson's square function ('LKEZ2IpK fI2)1/2 . An inte-
gration by parts argument, just as in Lemma 4.7, shows that the kernel K;'f' m 
satisfies the inequality kernel satisfies the pointwise bounds ' 

( 6.12) 

Observe also that if K; '/ ' m ,K denotes the kernel of g;:v i j , m pK , then there 
is K(X, t, v, j, m) E 7l} ~uch that ' 

( 6.13) K V ,j , m ,K (x t y) = 0 
), ,l ' , if IK - K(X, t, v, j, m)1 > Co 

for a uniform constant Co. Applying (6.12) and (6.13) gives 

j,v,m 

"'/ ( 1/2 I )-N K 2 ~ C ~ A 1 + A IqJ'1(x, t, 'U - yl IP f(y)1 dy. 
v,k 
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Now we may put the previous estimates (6.9), (6.10) and (6.11) together and 
use duality to obtain 

(6.14) 

IIS~/IIL\lR.l) ~ CeA.3e su~ (13 L L 1,gr;~/,mpKf(x, t)1 2 g(x, t)dXdt) 1/2 
IIglb-1 JR. v,j,mKE?} 

+ Ilf1lL4 (R2r 
Let 

1 ( 1/2' )-N Mrl/2g(y) = sup A. 1 + A. I~,,(x, t, I1J - yl Ig(x, t)1 dx dt, 
v JR.3 

and we see that the first term on the right hand side of (6.14) is bounded by 

CN,eA.3e sup (12 L IPKf(Y)12Mr'/2g(y) dY) 1/2. 
IIglb=1 JR. KEZ2 

Now the proof of Theorem 6.1 is complete if we apply Theorem 5.1 and the 
square function estimate (4.24). 0 

Orthogonality arguments. We are now going to prove Lemmas 6.6 and 6.7. The 
proofs rely on the following integration by parts argument. One notices that the 
left-hand side of (6.6) equals the absolute value of 

(6.15) j (JR''/i//;/' (11, e;, 11' , e;')j(11)i(e;) j(11')j(() d11 de; d11' d( 

where 

( 6.16) 

with 
( 6.17) 

, , 
OU'V , jJ , v , jJ ( ;: ';:') 
tfl. k ., k' 11 , .. , 11 , .. }, ,j, 

= j ei<l>(x,/,,,,t; ,,,' ,() bV'k'V,' / (x, t, 11, e;, 11', e;') dx dt 
}, ,}, 

<I>(x, t, 11, e;, 11' , () = ~(x, t, 11) + ~(x, t, e;) - ~(x, t, 11') - ~(x, t, e;') 

and 
( 6.18) , , 

bv , jJ ,v , jJ ( ;:' ;:') 
j , k , j' , k' x, t , 11, .. , 11 , .. 

v,j jJ,k v' ,j' , jJ' ,k' , 
= a). l (x, t, 11) a). p (x, t, e;) a). l (x, t, '7) a). l (x, t, e; ). , , ~ . , 

We evaluate (6.16) using an integration by parts argument. If .2 denotes 
the adjoint of the operator 1'\7 x, / <1>1- 2 ('\7 x, /<1>, '\7 x, /) then we have of course 

(6.19) 7!j~;/;'~'I/(11,e;, 11'e;') 

= j/<I>(x./,,,,c,,',n.2N bV'k'V,' '/ (x, t, 11, e;, 11', () dxdt 
J, ,J, 

for those (11, e; , 11' ,e;') with '\7 x /<1> i o. 
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A straightforward computation shows that £7N bV 'k' v,' / (x , t, 1], c; , 1]' , c;') 
j, ,j, 

is the sum of expressions of the form 

(6.20) I1~o(lfIj(X, t, 1]) + IfIj(X, t, c;) - IfIj(x, t, c;') - IfIj(X, t, 1]')) 
IV' x,t<l>(x, t, 1], c;, 1]', c;')IN+Nl 

, , aCt bv,lI,v ,II ( ;:' ;:') x x, t j, k, j' ,k' X, t, 1], ." , 1] , ." 
where IfIj are homogeneous functions of degree one and 0 ~ NI ~ N + 1 , 
o ~ N2 ~ N I , lal ~ N - N2 . In order to evaluate (6.20) we first observe that 

(6.21 ) 

Next we observe that there are positive constants Co' c independent of A such 
that if Ij + k - / - k' I ~ Co we have 

Itp;(x, t, 1]) + tp;(x, t, c;) - tp;(x, t, 1]') - tp;(x, t, c;')1 

~ CA I/2U+k-/ -k'j. 
Therefore by (6.20) and (6.21) it follows that J!t'.v;/:,v'/' = O(lj+k- / _k'I-N ) 

j, ,j, 

for every N, if Ij + k - / - k' I ~ Co. Since the symbol bV'k' v,' / is supported 
j, ,j, 

on a set of measure r 4l A6 , we see that if (j, k, j' ,k') is as in (6.6) then 
the integral (6.15) is bounded by Ce NrNllfll~ . Since we may assume that f 
is compactly supported, this completes the proof of (6.6). The proof of (6.7) 
follows from the same reasoning. 

In order to prove Lemma 6.7 we observe that the left-hand side of (6.8) equals 
(6.15) with j = j' and k = k'. Again we carry out the above integration by 
parts. In order to estimate the symbol £7N b;:t,-;,';/' we will have to use the 
following calculus lemma, which for later use (in the proof of Theorem 6.2) is 
formulated in more generality than needed here. 

Lemma 6.8. Let IfI E C4 (lR? \ 0) be homogeneous of degree one. Let 6 < 7C/4, 
ao < 1/4, Ao ~ 1 . Let Si be the intersection of a sector which subtends an angle 
of size 6 with the annulus {1] : (1 - ao)A ~ 11]1 ~ (1 + ao)A}. Let h E C I (lR? \ 0) 
be homogeneous of degree 1 such that bol1]1 ~ h(1]) ~ bll1]l, IV' '1h(1])1 ~ b2 for 
some positive constants bo' bl , b2 . 

Suppose that a~1 ~ 2n , n ~ '-, i ~ 6A I/2 , and that C;, 1], c;', 1]' E Si are 
chosen such that for given integers v, "', v', ",' 

(1) I arg(1]) - vrl/21 ~ r1/2; I arg(1]') - v'r 1/2 1 ~ r1/2; 
(2) I arg(c;) - ",r 1/2 1 ~ r1/2, I arg(c;') - ",'r I/2 1 ~ r1/2; 
(3) i-I rl/2 ~ max{1 arg(1]) - arg(c;)I , I arg(1]') - arg(c;')I} ~ i+ 1 rl/2 ; 
(4) Ih(1]) - h(1]')1 ~ rnA; 
(5) Ih(c;) - h(c;')1 ~ rnA. 

Then one can choose 6, ao sufficiently small, and Ao sufficiently large (only 
depending on 1fI, bo ' b l , b2 ) such that for all v, "', v', ",' with Aoi-n ~ 
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Iv - v'I + l.u - .u/l ~ J;.,I/2 

(6.22) 

1'II(tI) + 'II(~) - 'II(tI' ) - 'II(~/)I 
[ (I 12 ( I 12 I '] 

~ C (2 Iv - v I + Iv - v I ) + (2 l.u - .u 1+ l.u - .u I ) + Itl + ~ - tI - ~ I . 
Suppose now that 'II satisfies the additional assumption rank 'II~/'1 = I. Then if 

. h d I I d I I d ;{' A 2(-n I 'I ell er .u ~ v an .u ~ v or v ~ .u an v ~.u an IJ 0 ~ V - V . + 
l.u - .u/l ~ J;.,I/2 we have also with suitable positive constants co' Co 
(6.23) 

1'II(tI) + 'II(~) - 'II(tI ' ) - 'II(~/)I 
[ (I 12 l I 12] I I 

;,:co (2Iv - v l+lv-vl )+(21.u-.u1+1.u-.u1) -Coltl+~-tI -~I· 
For later use (in the proof of Theorem 6.2) observe that the assumptions 

(1-5) and the right-hand sides of (6.22) and (6.23) are invariant under the 
change of variables (tI, ~, ti' , ~/) ---- (~' , ti' , ~, tI). Therefore we also get for 
all v, .u, v', .u' with Aoi-n ~ Iv - .u/l + l.u - v'I ~ J;.,I/2 

(6.24) 

1'II(tI) + 'II(~) - 'II(tI ' ) - 'II(~/)I 
[ l I 12 l I 12 I '] 

~ C (2 Iv -.u I + Iv -.u I ) + (2 l.u - v 1+ l.u - v I ) + Itl + ~ - tI - ~ I . 

Moreover, if rank 'II~'1 = I and either .u ~ v and v' ~ .u' or v ~ .u and 
.u' ~ v' and if Aoi-n ~ Iv - .u/l + l.u - v'I ~ J;.,I/2 then 

(6.25) 
1'II(tI) + 'II(~) - 'II(tI ' ) - 'II(~/)I 

[ l I 12 l I 12] I I 
;':Co (2Iv-.uI+lv-.u1 )+(21.u- v l+I.u- v l) -Coltl+~-tI -~I· 

End of proof of Lemma 6.7. Since the decomposition of the symbol with respect 
to j is done in terms of 

qJ;(x, t, tI) = q(x, t, qJ:(x, t, tI)) 
we want to change variables and apply Lemma 6.8 with h = q for the new vari-
ables qJ~(x, t, tI). On the other hand, the angular decomposition was done in 
terms of tI, independent of (x, t) . Since the diffeomorphism tI ---- qJ~(x, t, tI)) 
is homogeneous, however, we have 

(6.26) I arg(qJ:(x, t, tI)) - arg(qJ:(x, t, ti')) I ~ I arg(tI) - arg(tI')I. 

Therefore we may replace ItI+~ - ti' -~/I in (6.22), (6.23) by 1<I>~(tI, ~ , ti' , ~/)I. 
Now if j = j', k = k' , we can use (6.21), (6.22) with 'II = 'IIi' (6.23) with 
'II =q , and (6.26) to estimate the expression (6.20) by 
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which is O«lv - v'l + l.u - .u'I)-N). Therefore, the integral (6.15) is ~ 
Ce NA.- NllfI11 if Iv-v'I+I.u-.u'1 ~ A. t , and the proof of Lemma 6.7 is complete 
once we have proved Lemma 6.8. 0 

Proof of Lemma 6.8. Using symmetry considerations we may assume that 

and, moreover, that .u ~ v and .u' ~ v' . Using an appropriate rotation we may 
also assume that 112 +~2 = 0 so that 11, ~, 11', ~' are supported in a narrow cone 
containing the 111-axis. Observe that then 112 > o. Since tanx - tany ~ x - y 
for small x, y, we may replace arg(11), arg(~), arg(11'), arg(~') by 112/111' 
~2/1;1' 11;/11~, and I;;;<;~ , respectively, in the hypotheses (1), (2), and (3). 

We write down the Taylor expansion of the function s -+ '11(1, s) up to 
terms of third order and obtain using the homogeneity of the phase function 

where 

t 11 8 3 
r(t) ="2 (1 - S)2 ~(1, st) ds. 

o 8112 

): """ ffi. We now set 0: = "'2;<;1' P = 112/111 ' 0: = ~2/1;1' P = 112/111 . It su ces to show 
the estimates 

(6.27) 
I 

2 2,,2, ,2
1 11IP + 1;10: - 11IP - 1;10: 

[ i, ,2 i , ,2 "] 
~ C (2 Iv - v I + Iv - v I ) + (2 l.u -.u 1 + l.u -.u I ) + 111 + I; - 11 - I; I , 

(6.28) 
1 

2 2" ,2 , , ,2
1 11lr(P)P + ~Ir(o:)o: - 11lr(P)P - I;lr(o: )0: 

~ C (A~I + 0) [(2ilv - v'l + Iv - v'1 2 ) + (2i l.u - .u'l + l.u - .u'12 )] 

+ C' 111 + I; - 11' - 1;'1 , 
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and 
I 2 2,,2, ,2 1 (6.29) 1'f IP +C;10: -1'f IP -C;IO: 

[ l , ,2 l , '2] 
~ Co (2 Iv - v I + Iv - v I ) + (2 III - Il I + III - Il I ) 

- Col1'f + C; - 1'f' - c;'I. 
The terms on the left hand sides have a common form which suggests to use 
the following identity 
(6.30) 

cldl + c2d2 - c3d3 - c4d4 = HCI + c2 + c3 + c4 )(dl + d2 - d3 - d4 ) 

+ HCI - c2 + c3 - c4 )(dl - d2 - d3 + d4 ) 

+ HCI + c2 - c3 - c4 )(dl + d2 + d3 + d4 ) 

+ HCI - c2 - c3 + c4 )(dl - d2 + d3 - d4 )· 

We first show (6.27) and write 
2 2,,2,,2 

1'f I P +C;10: -1'f IP -C;IO: =I+II+III+IV 
where the four terms are the corresponding terms on the right-hand side of 
(6.30) with 

, , 2 2 ,2 ,2 
(Cl'c2,C3,C4 )=(1'fI,C;I'1'fI'C;I) and (dl ,d2,d3 ,d4 )=(P,0:,P ,0:). 

Since we are assuming that 1'f2+C;2 = 0, it is easy to see that IPI, 10:1 ~ i ;..-1/2 
(provided ao is chosen small enough). Hence IP + P'I :::; qi + Iv - v'l) and 

, l , 
10: + 0: I :::; C(2 + III - Il I) , and we see that 

(6.31 ) 
, l , 

Ip2_p,21 Clv-v 12 +Iv-v I 
:::; A. 1/2 A. 1/2 ' 

'I e , 
I 2 _ ,21 ~ C III - Il 2 + III - Il I 
0: 0: '" A.I/2 A. I/2 

Therefore, we obtain 
[ l , ,2 e , '2] (6.32) I:::; C (2 Iv - v I + Iv - v I ) + (2 11l- III + 11l- III ) 

[ f , ,2 l , ,2 ] (6.33) II:::; C ao (2 Iv - v I + Iv - v I ) + (2 11l- III + 11l- Ill) , 
as desired. On the other hand, the estimate for the third term is trivial: 

(6.34) III :::; Cl1'f1 + C;I -1'f; - c;;1 :::; Cl1'f + C; -1'f' - (I. 
To handle IV we first control ICI -c31. If we write 1'f1 = h(1'f)/h(1, P) then 

our assumptions regarding h leads to 

, I h(1'f) h(1'f') I 
11'f1 - 1'f11 = h(l, P) - h(1, P') 

_l h(1'f)-h(1'f') h(1'f') (h(1 P')-h(1 p))1 
- h(1,P) + h(1,P)h(1,P')' , 

:::; b~llh(1'f) - h(1'f')1 + 2blb2b~2A.IP' - PI· 
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Since the same type of estimate holds for I~ I - ~~ I , we get 
, , ( -n , , 1/2) (6.35) 1'11-1hl+I~I-~11 ~C 2 A+(lv-vl+Lu-.uI)A . 

Observe also that, since lal, IPI ~ C21 A- I/2 , we have 

p2+p,2 ~ C(221rl+lp2_P,21), a2+a,2 ~ C(221 r l +la2 _a,21). 

Using (6.31) and (6.35) and our assumptions, i-n ~ A~I(lv - v'l + l.u - .u'1) 
and i ~ OA 1/2 , leads to 
(6.36) 

IV ~ ci rl (i + Iv - v'l + l.u - .u'I)(A2-n + (Iv - v'l + l.u - .u'I)A 1/2) 
-I [l , ,2 l , , 2 ] 

~ C (Ao + 0) (2 Iv - v I + Iv - v I ) + (2 l.u - .u I + l.u - .u I) , 
which finishes the proof of (6.27). 

In order to prove (6.28) we apply (6.30) with 

(cI ' c2' c3 ' c4 ) = ('11 r(1]) , ~I r(~), 1]; r(1]') , ~; r(~')), 
2 2" 2 , , 2 

(d l , d2 , d3 , d4 ) = (('12/1]1) '(~2/~1) ,(1]2/'11) '(~2' ~I) ) 
and obtain 

2 2",2" ,2 (6.37) 11]lr(P)P + ~Ir(a)a - 1]lr(P)P - ~Ir(a)a I 
2 ,2 2 ,2 ) 

~ Co Je(IP - P 1+ la - a I 
, , , , (2 ,2 2 ,2) 

+C(I'1lr(p)+~lr(a)-'1lr(p)-~lr(a)1 P +P +a +a 
+ C(p2 + p,2 _ a 2 _ a,2) 

x (1'11 - '1; I + I~I - ~;I + Ir(p) - r(p')1 + Ir(a) - r(a')I). 
Now the first term in the right hand side (6.37) is estimated using (6.31). Since 

(6.38) Ir(p) - r(p')1 ~ ClP - P'I, Ir(a) - r(a')1 ~ Cia - a'l, 

the estimate for the third term is the same as for the term IV in (6.36). For 
the second term one evaluates (6.30) with (c I ' c2 ' c3 ' c4 ) = (1]1' ~I ' 1]~ , ~~) 
and (dl , d2, d3 , d4 ) = (r(p), r(a), r(p') , r(a')) and uses similar arguments to 
obtain 

(6.39) 1'1lr(P) +~Ir(a) -1];r(p') -~;r(a')1 

~ C[(lv -v'l + l.u - .u'I)JeI/2 + i-nJeI/2 + 11]1 +~I - '1; -~;I]. 
Now if one uses (6.31) again and puts the previous estimates together one ob-
tains (6.28). 

Finally we have to verify (6.29). In view of the estimates from above, (6.33)-
(6.35), it is sufficient to show that 
(6.40) 

2 2 ,2,2 -I [f' , 2 l , , 2 ] IP + a - P - a I ~ COA (2 Iv - v I + Iv - v I ) + (2 l.u - .u I + l.u - .u I ) 
-I " - COA 11] + ~ - 1] - ~ I· 
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The latter inequality is an immediate consequence of 

(6.41 ) 
2 ,2 2,2 -I [ -I ( l , , 2) I(P - P ) - (a - a )1::;; C A, (<5 + aO + AO ) 2 Iv - v I + Iv - v I 

and 
(6.42) 

( l , , 2 " ] + 2 l.u - .u 1+ l.u - .u I ) + ItT + ~ - tT - ~ I 

2 ,2 2,2 -I (l' , 2 t, , 2 ) IP -P 1+ la -a l~coA, (2Iv-vl+lv-vl )+(21.u-.u1+1.u-.u1) 
-I ): , , - CoA, ItT + '" - tT - ~ I· 

First we show (6.41). We write the left hand side as 

~ (~~ 2 - ~2 2 - tT2 2 + tT~ 2) ( --h - -h ) + ~ (~~ 2 - ~2 2 + tT2 2 - tT~ 2) ( --h + -h ) 
~I tTl ~I tTl 

,2 2 2 2,2 2 
+ tTl - tTl (tT2) + ~I -~I (~2) = I' + II' + III' + IV'. 

tT~2 tTl ~~2 ~I 

Since IPI, lal :::::: 2' r l/2 , we get by (6.35) 
, , 21 -2 ( , , ) IIII +IVI ::;;C2 A, ItTl-tTII+I~I-~11 

::;; C rl (22l - n + i <5lv - v'l + i <51.u - .u'I) 
which is bounded by the right-hand side of (6.41). 

Since tT2 + ~2 = 0, we have 

III'I = I(~~ + tT~r)(~~ - tT;) ( --h + -h) I ::;; C rlltT + ~ - tT' - ~'I· 
~I tTl 

Finally we rewrite l' as 
,2 2 2 

I' = !(_1 __ 1 ) [~'2(~ _~) + ~(~'2 _~ 2) 2 ):,2 ,2 I ):' 2 ~ 2 ): 2 I I 
"'I tTl "'I I "'I 

,2 2 2 
,2 ( tT2 tT2) tT2 ,2 2 ] + tTl ---;2 - -2 + -2 (tTl - tTl ) . 

tTl tTl tTl 
Since by assumption 

1
1 1 I c, , C' 

):,2 - ---;2 ::;; A,3 1tT l - ~II ::;; A? (<5 + ao), 
"'I tTl 

we can apply the previous estimates again and obtain (6.41). 
Next, in order to prove (6.42) we first note that 

(6.43) IP + P'I :::::: i + Iv - v'l if sign P = sign P' , 
(6.44) I 'I 2t I 'I'f' ., a + a :::::: +.u - .u I sIgn a = sIgn a . 
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Therefore, in the case that both sign p = sign p' and sign a = sign a' , (6.42) 
immediately follows. Secondly, the case sign p =F sign p' and sign a =F sign a' 
does not occur since we assume that sign p =F sign a and 11 ~ v, 11' ~ v' . 

Finally, by a symmetry consideration it is enough to consider the case sign p 
=F sign p' and sign a = sign a' . We distinguish three possibilities, namely, 

(1) Iv -v'l ~ lO.i, 
(2) Iv-v'l~ 10·i and 111-11'1 ~lv-v'I/I0, 
(3) Iv - v'l ~ 10· i and 111-11'1 ~ Iv - v'l/lO. 

In the first case we have, like in (6.43), IP + P'I ~ i + Iv - v'l , and the lower 
2 ,2 . 2 ,2 bound for IP - P I follows as before whlle the lower bound for la - a I 

follows by (6.44). The latter is already sufficient in the second case. In the last 
case we obtain no favorable positive lower bound, but now we can show that 

( 6.45) 

which implies (6.42) in this case. In order to see (6.45) we apply (6.30) with 
(C I ,c2 ,C3 ,C4 ) = ('11'';1''1;,';;) and (d l ,d2 ,d3 ,d4 ) = (p,a,p',a') and 
see that 

'12 +';2 - '1; -.;; = ('1 1 +';1 + '1; +';;)(P - p' + a - a') + p(P, a, p', a') 

where in the present case the remainder p(P, a, p' ,a') is O(aoi A 1/2). Since 
now also IP - p' + a - a'i ~ i-2A 1/2, we obtain (6.45) and then also the desired 
estimate (6.40), provided we choose J, ao small enough and Ao large enough. 
This finishes the proof. 0 

Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let S?; be as in (4.5) and subject to the same assumptions 
on the symbol a). as in the proof of Theorem 6.1. Then we shall prove the 
inequality 

IIS?;fIIL4(L2) ~ CeAellfIIL4(]R2) 
for any EO > O. This implies the statement of Theorem 6.2 in the case p = q = 4. 
The general case follows by interpolation, using the result of Theorem 3.2 for 
the case p = 2, q = 6 . 

In order to prove the L 4 estimate we may also assume that a). is supported 
in a cone which subtends an angle less than A -e. This only leads to an addi-
tional blowup of the constants by a factor of Ae • We now make an angular 
decomposition S?; = 2:v S?;v as in the proof of Theorem 6.1 and observe that 
for indices v, 11 in this sum we have 111 - vi ~ AI/ 2- e . 

As in the proof of Theorem 6.1 we need to decompose the symbol a~ = 
X a, = 2:a~,j where a~,j is as in (6.4). Then a~,j is supported in a shell v A . AlT A,T It,' 

J 

where lip; - JI ~ cr' A. In the present proof we will use this decomposition 
only if 2' > AI/4 . 

If 2' ~ A 1/4 , we replace the decomposition in terms of Ip; by a radial one 
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which does not depend on (X, t). We then set, for 0 < eo « e, 

(6.46) 
a;';(x, t, '1) = XvCrJ) p(A- 1/22-'lrJl- j) a;.(x, t, '1) if 1 ~2' ~A\ 

and define the operators 

ST;.~/ I(x, t) = f /fII(x,t,rll a;:!(x, t, '1)1('1) drJ , 

ST;.~/I(x, t) = f e ifll(X,t,I1)a;:;(x, t, rJ)/(rJ)drJ. 

The main inequality we want to prove is 

(6.47) liST;. IIIL4(lR2 ,L2(1R» ~ CeAe L II (L IST;.~/ 112 r /2 114 3 

1~2r~;.1/4 v,j L(IR) 

+ q: A'''.~A",_.II ( ~Ig;:; j II') 1/1.(,.) 
+ Ce,NA-NII/IILI(1R2r 

We shall first show how (6.47) can be used to complete the proof of the 
theorem. First, since we can assume that I is compactly supported the L 1 

norm is, of course, controlled by the L4 norm. Next we want to show that 

(6.48) II (LIST;.~/ 112) 1/2 t4 (1R3) ~ CeAeII/IlL4(1R3) , 
V,] 

II (L IST;.~/ 112) 1/2 t4 (1R3) ~ CeAell/llL4(lR3r 
V,] 

(6.49) 

We only show (6.48) since the proof of (6.49) is similar. We make a decom-
position of each sector SV = sUPPl1 Xv which does not depend on (x, t). Set, 
with p as in (6.4), 

K -I , p;. ,('1) = p(A 2 ('1, '1) - K) 

and define Q~'; by 
- K" Q~:; I = Xsv(rJ) P;.,,(rJ) 1('1). 

We shall use a square function estimate that is due to Cordoba [13], namely, 

(6.50) \I (~IQ;:; 112 r /2 t4(1R2) ~ C(log)f IlfIIL4(1R2) 

for some positive constant c. On account of (6.50) we would be done if we 
could show that 

(6.51) \I (~'ST;.~;jl,2r/21IL4(1R3) ~ CAe 11(~'Q;:;f,2r/2t4(1R2)' 
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To this end set 

Then 

Observe also that if K;:! ,K denotes the kernel of ~~;j ,K , then there are inte-
gers K(X, t, v, j) such that 

(6.52) 

for a uniform constant Co. Next an integration by parts argument as in [28] 
shows that the kernels satisfy the pointwise bounds 

(6.53) 
2-rA IKv,i,K( t )1 & C 

"-,r x"y '" N(l 2- r 'l( '( )_ )I)N + A ffJ'I X, t, 1'/v y, 1'/v 
,1,1/2 

x ----~--------------~--~ 
(1 + A 1/21(ffJ~(x, t, 1'/) - y, 1'/;)I)N 

where the unit vector 1'/; is orthogonal to 1'/v. In particular, we see that 

(6.54) jIK;:l'K(X, t,y)ldy ~ C. 

Using (6.52) and (6.54) the square of the right-hand side of (6.51) is bounded 
by 

sup 1 L f31~~/'KQ;:;/(x,t)12g(X,t)dXdtl 
Ilg11 2=1 V,i,Kin!. 

~ CA2e sup f 2 :L:IQ;:; 112 
IIg1l 2=1 in!. V,K 

x sup { f SUP1K;'!,K(X,t,y)IIg(X,t)ldxdt}dy . 
v in!.3 J ,K ' 

Now the proof of (6.51) is complete once we have established the maximal 
inequality 

I · 12 ) 1/2 
( f sup f supIK;:;,K(X,t,y)lg(x,t)dxdt dy 

in!.2 v in!.3 J,K 

e > 0, 

But this is a consequence of (6.53) and Theorem 5.3. 
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Proofof(6.47). Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we get immediately 
(6.55) 

IIg;:fIIL4(L2) ~ Clfll (~Ig;:v f12) 1/2t4(L2) 

( I - 12 y/4 
+ ""';:;2~1/2-' I I IV-~2''''' g;:v f g-/f dt dx 

V/~V 

+ C£ [ L (I I ILL g;:v/ f(x, t) 
... '';:;2',;:; ... 1/4 IJ-j'I';:;C1 Iv-v'I~2r ' 

V/~V 

1
2 ) 1/4 

xg;:~~,j'f(x, t)dt dx 

+ L (III L L g;:V/f(x, t) 
... 1/4';:;2',;:; ... 1/2-. IJ-j'I';:;C1 IV_V'I~2' 

V/~V 

1

2 ) 1/4 
X g;~>j' f(x , t) dt dx 

+ L (I I ILL g;:v/ f(x, t) 
... 1/4';:;2',;:; ... 1/2-. IJ-j'I>C1 IV_V'I~2' 

V/~V 

1
2 ) 1/4] 

X g;:~>j' f(x, t) dt dx . 

The reduction of (6.55) to (6.47) will depend on several orthogonality ar-
guments. The first one shows that the last two terms in (6.55) are negligible 
provided C1 is chosen sufficiently large (but independent of A.). The argument 
only depends on the assumption that 9';(x, t, 17) =1= 0 for 17 =1= O. 

Lemma 6.9. There is a constant C1 , independent of A. such that if U - / I ~ C1 

(6.56) II g;:~/ f(x, t)g;:~~,j' f(x, t) dt I ~ CNA.32-2'(A.I/22-'lj - /I)-Nllfll~. 

Suppose that 2' ~ ..1.1/4, Iv - v'I ~ 2', and Ij - /1 ~ C1. Then if C1 is 
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sufficiently large, 

(6.57) 

If y;~;jf(x, t)y;~~,j'f(x, t)dtl 

::;; CN,.1?22'(2'li - j'1)-Nllfll~ if I ::;; 2' ::;; i:o, 

If Y;~;Jf(x, t)y;~>j'f(x, t)dtl 

::;; CN,.1?22'(2'reOli _ j'1)-Nllfll~ ifAeo ::;; 2' ::;; ..1.1/4. 

Proof. Note that if a~:! (x, t, 1]) =j:. 0, a~:/ (x, t, 1]') =j:. 0, and Ii - i'l > 4, 
then 

Iq;>;(x, t, 1]) - q;>;(x, t, 1]')1 ~ coA2-' 
without any restrictions on v, v'. Now suppose that Iv - v'l ::;; 2', 
a~':(x,t,1])=j:.O, a~'/(x,t,1]')=j:.O,and li-i'I>CI · Since for 11]1, 11]'I~ 
A ' , 

we get 

if2'::;;Aeo , 

if 2' ~ Aeo , 
provided C1 is chosen large enough, independent of A and r. Now the proof 
is finished by integration by parts similar as in the proof of Lemma 6.6. Note 
that one could have proved Lemma 6.6 above by performing integrations by 
parts in the t variable alone. 0 

Using Lemma 6.9 we see that the last two terms in (6.55) are bounded by 
Ce, NA-Nllflli for every N. If we now apply the Schwarz inequality with respect 
to the t variable we obtain 

(6.58) IIY;fIIL4(L2)::;; ceAel1 (~IY;v f12) 1/2 t4(L2) + Ce,NrNllfl14 

where 

(6.59) 

+ Ce L (I,) 1/4 + Ce L (I I,) 1/4 

1,= fl L L Y;~;jf(X,t)y;~~,j'f(X,t)12dxdt 
U-j'I~Cl Iv-y'I,,"2' 

v ~v 

= f L L L L y;~;jf(x,t) 
Ij-j'I~Cl Ik-k'I~Cl Iv-v'I,,"2' 11'-1"1,,"2' 

v/~v f.l~J./ 
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and, similarly, 

(6.60) 

lIT = f L L L L !7//f(x, t) 
Ij- j' I";C1 Ik-k'l";c1 Iv-v'I""2' Ip-p'I",,2' 

v',.;v p";p' 

X .9T.,p, k f(x t) .9T.,v' ,j' f(x t).9T.,Il', k' f(x t) dx d t 
A, r 'A,r 'A,r ' . 

We estimated the first term in the right-hand side of (6.58) in the proof of 
Theorem 6.1. In order to estimate the terms IT and I IT we have to use another 
orthogonality estimate, which is similar to Lemma 6.7. 

Lemma 6.10. Suppose that Iv - v'l ~ 2T, l,u - ,u'l ~ 2T, v' :;;; v, ,u :;;; ,u', 
Ij - /1 :;;; cI ' Ik - k'i :;;; ci ' and;' > Al for sufficiently large AI' Furthermore 
assume that Iv -,ul + lv' - ,u'l ;;:: A2 and l,u - v'l + Iv - ,u'l ;;:: A2 for a sufficiently 
large constant A2 , independent of ;,. 

If ;,t :;;; 2T :;;; ;,1/4 and if v <,u or ,u' < v' then 

(6.61) 
If gr;~/ f(x , t) 9T;~;k f(x , t) gr;~>j' f(x , t) gr;~>k' f(x , t) dx dtl 

:;;; CN;,424T (2Tlv -,ul + 2Tlv' - ,u'I)-Nllfll~. 

If ).1/4 :;;; 2T :;;; ;,1/2-t and if ,u < v and v' <,u' then 

(6.62) 
If gr;~;if(x, t)gr;~;kf(x, t)gr;~>j'f(x, t)gr;~>k'f(x, t)dxdtl 

:;;; CN;,62-4T (2Tlv - ,u'l + 2TI,u - v'!)-Nllfll~. 

If ;,t :;;; 2T :;;; ;,1/4 and if ,u < v and v' <,u' then 

(6.63) 
If gr;~/ f(x , t) gr;~;k f(x , t) .gr;~~,j' f(x , t) gr;~>k' f(x , t) dx dtl 

:;;; CN;,424T (2Tlv - ,u'l + 2TI,u - v'I)-Nllfll~. 

If ;,1/4 :;;; 2T :;;; ;,1/2-t and if v <,u or ,u' < v' then 

(6.64) 
If gr;~;j f(x, t)gr;~;k f(x, t)gr;~~,j'f(x, t)gr;~>k'f(x, t) dXdtl 

:;;; CN;,62-4T (2Tlv -,ul + 2Tlv' - ,u'I)-Nllfll~. 

Let us remark that (6.61) and (6.62) actually hold if ;,t :;;; 2T :;;; ;,1/2-t. On 
the other hand, the restrictions on r in (6.63), (6.64) are necessary, and this 
is the reason why we had to introduce two different decompositions gr;v; j and 
.9T.,v, j 

). T • 

Given Lemma 6.10 straightforward applications of the Schwarz inequality 
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show that 

and, since e can be chosen arbitrary small, this together with (6.58) proves 
(6.47). 

Proof of Lemma 6.10. We use the same integration by parts argument as in the 
proof of Lemma 6.7. Now let b~'k'~/:/ be as in (6.18) with e replaced by r, 

J, ,J, 
and, analogously, let 

b- II ,/1-,II' ,/1-/( ;:' ;:') 
J ,k , j' ,k' x, t, 1}, ~ , 1} , ~ 

__ 1I,J( ) _/1-,k( ;:) -11/ ,j'( ') -/1-/ ,k'( ;:') -a)." x, t, 1} a)." x, t,~ a)." x, t, 1} a)." x, t,~ . 

Observe that derivatives of h behave much better then the derivatives of b, 
namely 

( 6.65) 

(6.66) 

/ / 

lao hll,/1-,11 ,/1- ( ;:' ;:')1 
x, t J, k , j' ,k' x, t, 1}, ~ , 1} ,~ 

/ / 

lao bll ,/1-,I1,/1- ( ;:' ;:')1 x, t J, k ,j' ,k' x, t, 1}, ~ , 1} ,~ 

The various terms that come up if we perform the integration by parts (cf. 
(6.20)) are evaluated using Lemma 6.8. In all cases we have to check that 
assumptions (5) and (6) of that lemma are satisfied in our context. Let us 

I 1 " l assume that v - ,ul + v -,u I ~ 2 . 
In order to prove (6.61) we have to apply (6.22) and (6.23) with respect to the 

variables IP:(x, t, 1}). For fixed x, t we then set h(1}) = IJx )1})1 , where Jx . t 

is the inverse to the homogeneous diffeomorphism 1} -+ IP:(x, t, 1}). Suppose 
that 1} E supp a~.': and 1}' E supp a~: /' . Then for fixed x, t 

(6.67) 

To apply Lemma 6.8 we define n by letting 2- nA equal the right-hand side. 
Then since Iv - v'l + l,u - ,u'l ~ 2', we see that i-n :::; c2'ir l / 2- eo :::; 

a~l(lv - v'l + l,u - ,u'I). The same argument applies to Ih(IP:(C;)) - h(IP:(())I, 
and therefore we may use Lemma 6.8. We perform the integration by parts and 
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use also (6.65) to get 

II sr/:i f(x, t)srt:k f(x, t).9;.~>j' f(x, t).9;.~>k' f(x, t) dx dtl 

4 4r ( I l I I l I ) -N 4 
~ Ce,NA. 2 Iv - v 1(2 + Iv - v I) + l,u -,u 1(2 + l,u -,u I) IIflll 
~ ;.424r (2r lv -,Ill + 2 r lv' - ,u/l)-Nllfll~. 

In order to see (6.62) assume ,u < v and Vi < ,Il' ; that is, we have one of 
l". I I I I I I the lollowmg cases: ,u < v < v < ,u , ,u < v <,u < v, v <,u <,u < v, or 

Vi < ,u < v <,Il' . In either one of these cases we notice that i :::::: 2r. We want 
to apply Lemma 6.8 with h = q. Now if 1'/ E supp a~ '; and 1'/' E supp a~' /' ' 
then " 
(6.68) 

So if we let ;.r n be the right-hand side, we have i-n ~ C and, hence, we 
may apply (6.24) and (6.25) to obtain 

1/.9;.~/f(X' t).9;.~:kf(x, t).9;.~>j'f(x, t).9;.~~,k'f(x, t)dXdtl 

6 -4r ( I l I I l I ) -N 4 
~ Ce,N;' 2 l,u - v 1(2 + l,u - v I) + Iv -,u 1(2 + Iv -,u I) Ilfll l · 

This implies (6.62) since now 2r :::::: i . 
In order to see (6.63) we note that in this case again 2r :::::: i . With n as in 

(6.67) we have i-n ~ C22r;.-I/2-eo ~ C' since now 2r ~ ;.1/4. To obtain (6.64) 
we need to observe that if, as in (6.68), n = r, then i-n ~ 2r :::::: Iv-v/l+I,u-,u/I, 
since now 22r ;;:: ;.1/2 ;;:: i. 0 

7. MAXIMAL RIESZ MEANS, MULTIPLIER TRANSFORMATIONS, 
AND OSCILLATORY INTEGRALS 

Let (M, g) be a compact Riemannian manifold of dimension 2, and let Ll 
be the Laplace-Beltrami operator. We shall assume that (M, g) satisfies the 
following 

(7.1 ) Periodicity Assumption: The geodesic flow is periodic with minimal 
period n. 

We consider potentials V such that -Ll + V is a positive operator. We shall 
study L P boundedness of Riesz means, defined in (1.4), and of the associated 
maximal operators. 
Theorem 7.1. Suppose that (M, g) satisfies the periodicity assumption (7.1). 
Let 

J J S.f(x) = sup ISRf(x)1 , 
R>O 

and assume 2 ~ p < 00 and 0 > max{2(lj2 - Ijp) - Ij2, O}. Then S~ is a 
bounded operator on LP(M). 

Remark. Our proof will show that more generally S~ is a bounded operator 
from the Sobolev space L~ (M) into L P (M) if 0:, 0 ;;:: 0, and 0 + 0: > 
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max{2(1/2 - lip) - 1/2, O}. In particular, if SR = Ek~R Ek is the partial 
summation operator then we have for f E L~, 2:::;; p :::;; 4, a > 0 

(/ sup ISRf(x) - f(x)I P dX) lip -+ 0 
R~)' 

as A -+ 00. 

This convergence result is trivially true for smooth functions, and it follows 
for f E L~ by approximating f by smooth functions and applying the maxi-
mal inequality. Similarly one deduces the summability result for Riesz means, 
mentioned in the introduction. 

We consider also more general mUltiplier operators Tm , which are defined 
for bounded continuous functions m by 

(7.2) Tmf(x) = L: m(k)Ekf. 
k 

We shall assume the usual Hormander condition in one dimension, namely, 

(7.3) 

for some a > 1/2. Here P E ~oo (JR) is supported in the interval (1/2, 2) and 
positive in a compact subinterval. The following result generalizes the multiplier 
theorem in [8]. 

Theorem 7.2. Suppose that (M, g) satisfies the periodicity assumption (7.1). 
Assume that 1 < p < 00 and a > max{211/2-1Ipl, 1/2} and (7.3) is satisfied. 
Then 

IITmfil p :::;; C Aallfllp. 
In the proofs of our results it will be convenient to consider functions of 

..j -d + V rather than -d + V. This makes no difference since one can easily 
check that for a given m the left-hand side of (7.3) is bounded if and only 
if this is true for m( V-). Therefore, we shall consider a classical selfadjoint 
positive first-order pseudodifferential operator A, and we shall assume that the 
subprincipal symbol, sub(A) ,of A is constant. Moreover, if 

H - L: (oa a oa a ) 
a - ox} o~} - o~} ox} 

is the Hamiltonian vector field, we shall assume the analogue of (7.1), namely, 

(7.4) Periodicity Assumption: The Hamiltonian flow exp t Ha is periodic 
with minimal period II . 

Then, according to results of Weinstein [39] and Colin de Verdiere [11], 
there are constants e, C ;;:: 0 such that eigenvalues J1} of A are for J1} > C 
contained in the union of the intervals [Yk - elk, Yk + elk] for suitable e ;;:: O. 
Here 

h = ~ (k+ %) 
where a = sub (A) + K and -K is the Maslov-Arnold index considered in 
[14, § 3]. An important ingredient in the proof of these eigenvalue estimates is 
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that one can slightly perturb A to another pseudodifferential operator B such 
that the wave operator eitB is periodic (cf. [11, 20; Chapter XXIX]). More 
precisely, there is a selfadjoint first-order operator B which commutes with A 
such that A - B is of order -1 and such that 

(7.5) ill B -ia7C/2 Id e = e . 
The main step in the proofs of our results is an estimate for multipliers 

supported in dyadic intervals. 
Proposition 7.3. Suppose B is as in (7.5) and suppose that the level sets of the 
principal symbol, g : a(x, C;) = I} c T; M\O, have nonvanishing Gaussian 
curvature. Let m E L~(lR.) be supported in the interval (1,2), and assume that 
Q: > 1/2. Then we have for 2 ~ p ~ 4 

(7.6) II. sup. ,m(B/T)f'll ~ CllmllL21lfllp' 
21 :>;r:>;21+1 p a 

Proof. Let P E C:'( (1/2,8)) satisfy P(s) = 1 for 1 ~ s ~ 4 and put Ljf = 

P(B /2 j )f. Then 

By applying Schwarz's inequality we get 

Im(B/T)f(x)1 ~ C (I T(I + ITtI2)"lm(Tt)12 dt) 1/2 

x(1 T 2 l/tBLjf(X)12dt) 1/2 
(1 + ITtl )" 

( 2) ) 1/2 
~ C IImllL2 1 . 2 le ltB L}f(x)12dt 

a (1+12}tl)" 
Therefore, it suffices to prove the inequality 

II( 100 2jj 2 (,IeitBLJI2dt) 1/211 ~ Cllfllp. 
-00(1+12tl) p 

If we recall (7.5), then, since Q: > 1/2, we conclude that this in turn would be 
a consequence of 

II( {n 2J 2 l/tBLjfI2dt) 1/211 ~ Cllfllp. 10 (1 + 12}tl )" p 

This would follow from 
Lemma 7.4. Let e > O. Then if 0 < y < n /2 and 2 ~ p ~ 4 

(7.7) " (i2YleitB LJfl2 ~t) 1/2 tp ~ Ce (1 + y2Jr Ilfllu' 

Proof. If y is larger than a fixed constant, the estimate follows from Theorem 
6.2 since IILfllu ~ C2Jellf1lLP' If y is less than 2-), the estimate holds 

} , 
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trivially as then eitB L j is bounded on all L P spaces since A. -+ eitA P(A./2j ) 

belongs to a bounded subset of SO for t < T j . So, without loss of generality, 
we may assume that 2- j < y < eo where eo is small. 

In proving (7.7) we may assume that f is supported in a small coordinate 
patch. Then if t is small and we if we use local coordinates, we can write 

modulo an operator Rj whose kernel is uniformly bounded. Here bj E SO 

vanishes unless 11]1 :::::: 2J and rp is a generating function for ~ , the canonical 
relation for eitB • By the latter, we mean that (for small t) 

Thus, since eitB = Identity when t = 0 and since the fact that r = a(x ,¢) III 

~ implies rp;(x, t, 1]) = a(x, rp~(x, t, 1])), we conclude that 

2 rp(x, t, 1]) = (x, 1]) +ta(x, 1])+t r(x, t, 1]), 

with r E SI being homogeneous of degree one in 1]. Writing things in this way, 
we find, after making a change of scale, that (7.7) holds if and only if 

II ( i 2 1 f /[(x, 1I)+ta(yx, 1I)+yt2r(yx, yt, Ill] bJ(yx , yt, 1] /y) 1(1]) d1] 12 dt ) 1/2 lip 

~ Ce (2J yr IIfllp; 

but this just follows from Theorem 6.2 as b/yx, yt, 1]/Y) E SO vanishes for 
11]1 ~ C2Jy. 0 

Proof of Theorem 7.1. Since the result for p = :JO is just the uniform L oc 

boundedness of S!, 0 > 1/2 (see [31]) we have to prove the inequality only 
for 2 ~ p ~ 4. We split (1 - i): = m(s) + m(s) where m E C;" vanishes for 
s > 1/2. Using the calculus of pseudodifferential operators it is easy to see that 
the maximal function sup! Im((-Ll + V)/r)fl is controlled by a variant of the 
Hardy-Littlewood maximal function and, therefore, defines a bounded operator 
on L P if 1 < p ~ :JO • 

We now let A = v,-_-cLl'+------;V;c;- and recall that the subprincipal symbol of A 
vanishes. We find B commuting with A, as in (7.5), the eigenvalues of Bare 
then contained in the arithmetic progression {y k} , which incidentally coincides 
with the arithmetic progression {O'k} in the introduction. Therefore, for large 
r we see that 

(7.8) L m(k/r)Ek 
k 

m(B/r). 
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Now we can apply Proposition 7.3 and Littlewood-Paley theory and obtain 

Ilsuplm(B/.)flllp ~ (L:II sup Im(2-jsB)LjfIIIP)IIP 
, j 1/2~s~2 p 

~ e ( L: IILjfll~ ) lip 
J 

~ e/ll (~ILjfI2) 1/2 lip ~ e"llfllp' D 

Proof of Theorem 7.2. Again it is sufficient to prove the L P boundedness of the 
operator m(B), 2 ~ p ~ 4, where B is as in the proof of Proposition 7.3. We 
may split m = Lj>omj(rj .) where mo(s) vanishes for large s and where 
mj is supported in (1/2,2); then mj E L:, uniformly in j. In particular 
mj E e£ where 0 < e < Q: - 1/2, uniformly in j, and by Proposition 7.3 we 
know that m/B/.) is a bounded operator on L P with bounds uniformly in 
• , j. According to a result in [26] these two facts imply the L q boundedness 
of m(B/.) for 2 ~ q < p (for references concerning previous results in the 
Euclidean context due to Carbery and the second author see also [26]). This 
together with another interpolation finishes the proof. D 

Remark. If we set I = [-T, T] then we cannot control the bounds in Theorem 
6.2 if T -t 00. That is why we have to assume the periodicity assumption 
above. Let us drop this assumption for a moment and assume that M is 
a compact manifold of dimension two and A is a selfadjoint positive first-
order pseudodifferential operator with principal symbol a, having the property 
that the level sets g : a (x , C;) = I} c T; M\ 0 have nonvanishing Gaussian 
curvature. Our argument will show that there is a sharp L 4 bound for the 
approximate projection operator 

x,(A)f = L: XV'j - .)ej(f) 
j 

provided X is of exponential type, i.e., its Fourier transform is compactly sup-
ported. In this case the L4 operator norm of X,(A) is 0(.£) for any e > 0, 
as • -t 00, and the maximal function sUP'>I'-£lx,(A).f1 defines a bounded 
operator on L 4 . D 

Remark. It would be interesting to prove a result like Theorem 7.2 for the 
operator Tm replaced by m( -tJ. + V). Both operators coincide for spherical 
harmonics expansions on the sphere. In order to prove a sharp L 4 result one 
would have to understand better the fine structure of the eigenvalue clusters. At 
present we are able to prove the inequality 

(7.9) IIm( -tJ. + V)fllp ~ e sup IIP(' )m(s· )IIL 2(R)lIfllp 
s>O Q 

if Q: > 2(1/2 - l/p), p ~ 14/3. 
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By the argument in the proof of Theorem 7.2 we can assume that rn = rno (r -I . ) 

for some rno E L: supported in (1 , 2) . Moreover, a simple averaging argument 
shows that we can assume that for fixed lEN 

rno(s) = rno,,(s) = 2-'(0:-1/2) j3(s) '2: avX, ,v(s) 
vEZ 

where 2(1/2 - lip) < a, X E C;'(O, 1), and X,,)s) = X(2's - v). 
Let A = V -~ + V and B be as in Proposition 7.3. Since we have seen 

that the corresponding inequality for rno ,(B Ir) is true for p ~ 4, we have to 
examine the difference rno,,(Alr) - rno,,(Blr) , and it suffices to prove 

Ilrno,,(Alr) - rno,,(Blr)11z 
~ C2-'[o:-2(I/P-l/2)-1/21('2:lavI2)1/21Ifllp' if p ~ 14/3. 

Note that 

rno,,(Alr) - rno,' (Blr) = '2: [rnojlljlr) - rno)Jijr)]ej(f) 
j 

where Ill j -.u) ~ C/r. Let JV = [r'v, r'(v + 1)] and Jk = [Yk - elk, Yk + 
elk]. Using orthogonality we see that 

Ilrno,,(Alr) - rno)Blr)112 

-'0:(",,,, 2 '-I '-I 12 2)1/2 
~ C2 ~~)avl s~~~ IXv ,,(2 r s) - Xv,,(2 r s)1 IIEkfll2 

lnJ" 

We shall use the fact that for 2 ~ p ~ 6 the projection operator Ek is bounded 
from L2 --+ LP with norm ~ kl/4-1/2p (see [30]). In order to apply this, note 
that for fixed v, and for Holder exponents 0 ~ 15 ~ 1 

( )
IP 

1 -I 1 -I I 2 L sup IXv ,I(2 r s) - Xv ,I(2 r s)1 
k"", s,s E 

[knJ" 
-I 1/2 , 0-0 

~ C max{l, (2 r) }(2/r) r . 

We apply this with 15 = 1/2 if 2' ~ r and with 15 = 2(1/2 - lip) - 1/2 if 
2' > r. If we use the LP' --+ L2 bounds for the projection operator, we get for 
2~p~6 

and therefore if 2' ~ r , 
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which is much better than what we wanted to prove. However, if 21 > r we 
only get for 2 ~ p ~ 6 

Ilmo,/(A/r) - mO,/(B/r)112 ~ C2-/(al-2(1/2-I/P))lImo)IL~r7/2P-3/41Ifllpl' 

which is bounded independently of r only if p ~ 14/3. This proves (7.9). 

Maximal oscillatory integral theorems. Here we shall study oscillatory integral 
operators, which send functions of n variables to functions of n variables. As 
before we assume n ~ 2. Let 

(7.10) SJ.f(x) = { eiJ.1>(X'Y)a(x,y)f(y)dy, 
JlRn 

where a E C;, (jRn X jRn) and the real COO phase function ¢ satisfies a variant of 
the Carleson-Sjolin condition that we call the n x n Carleson-Sjolin condition. 
This requirement is that both \7 x¢ and \7 y¢ never vanish, that 

(7.11) rank ,1," == n - 1 'Pxy , 

and that there is a neighborhood ff of supp a so that the immersed hypersur-
faces 

(7.12) Lx ={¢~(xo'Y): (xo,y)Eff}CT;jRn\O 
o 0 

have everywhere nonvanishing Gaussian curvature. 

These conditions arise naturally in the study of Fourier analysis on manifolds. 
For instance, ¢(x, y) = dist(x, y) satisfies the conditions near the diagonal, if 
dist(x, y) denotes the Riemannian distance between x and y with respect to 
some smooth metric g. For in this case 

and (7.11) is easy to check. Also, (7.11) and (7.12) are natural analogues of the 
conditions (2.17) and (2.20) for phase functions of nonhomogeneous oscillatory 
integral operators sending functions of n - 1 variables into functions of n 
variables. In fact, the latter can be used to prove estimates for the operators 
SJ.' This is because one can choose local coordinates y = (y' , y n) E jRn-1 X jR 

so that for fixed y n the functions <I> (x , y') = ¢(x , y' , y n) satisfy the analogues 
of (2.17) and (2.20) in n - 1 dimensions. So by using the oscillatory integral 
theorems in [9, 21, 36] for such operators one can deduce the following sharp 
L P ---> L q mapping properties for the operators SJ.' namely, as A ---> +00 , 

IIS;/IILq(lRn) ~ C r n1q IlfIILP(lRn) , 

if q = ~~ l pi and 1 ~ p ~ 2 for n ~ 3 or 1 ~ p < 4 if n = 2 . 
Using the square function estimates in Theorems 3.2 and 6.2 we can obtain 

a stronger maximal theorem for these operators. 
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Theorem 7.5. Let SA be as above. Then 

(1) Ifn~2, 1~p~2,andq=~~~p', 

II sup IA n/q SAf'll ~ CllfIILP(lRn ) ; 
hI Lq(lRn ) 

(2) If n = 2, 2 < p ~ 4, q = 3p' , and e > 0, 

II sup IA21q - e SAf'll ~ Ce IlfII LP(1R 2 ). 
hI L q (1R2 ) 

This generalizes maximal theorems in [7, 10, 25] concerning the model case 
where ¢(x, y) = Ix - YI. 
Proof. We shall give the proof of (1) and reduce it to an application of Theorem 
3.2 for a suitable Fourier integral operator. The proof of (2) follows the same 
lines using instead Theorem 6.2 and is therefore omitted. 

The inequality is trivial in the case p = 1 , so by interpolation it suffices to 
prove 

(7.13) q = 2(n+l) . 
n-I ' 

but if p(A) E Coo(l~+) vanishes near 0 and equals one for A> 1, we argue as 
in §5 to get 

sup I},n/q SA f (X)1 2 ~ ( roo Ip(A)Anlq S}.f(x) 12 dA) 1/2 
hI Jo 

X ( 1000 I :A {p(A)Anlq S,J(x)} 12 dA y/2 
Hence it suffices to show that for q as in (7.13) 

II ( 1000 Ip(A)Anlq SJI2 dA ) 1/2 tq ~ Cllf11 L2, 

II ( 1000 I :A {p(A)},n lq SAf} 12 d}, ) 1/2 tq ~ CllfllL2 . 

We shall only prove the first square function estimate, since the second follows 
from the same argument. 

If we use Plancherel's theorem, we see that 

where 
!}T f(x, t) = I eiJ.[q,(x ,y)-t] p(A)Anlq a(x, y)f(y) dA dy. 
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Note that fT is a Fourier integral operator of class rI/4+,u(]Rn+l, ]Rn; %') where 
J.l = n/q - (n - 1)/2 and 
(7.14) 

%' = {(x,¢(X,y),A¢~(X,y),A,-A¢~(X,y)): (X,y)Esuppa, AiO}. 

It is easy to check that %' satisfies conditions (2.2), (2.3), and (2.6)-see also 
the remark below. 

Now if T = 2 sup I¢(x, y)1 then an integration by parts in A leads to the 
estimate 

1fT f(x, t)1 ~ CNltl-N IlfllLl , 
while by Theorem 3.2 

It I > T, 

II iT 1/211 
( -T 1fT f( . , t)1 2 dt ) L q ~ Cllfll L 2 • 

This finishes the proof. 
Remark. The conditions on the phase functions can be relaxed somewhat. Sup-
pose that ¢ E COO is a real-valued phase function whose Monge-Ampere deter-
minant is nonsingular: 

(7.15) det (aD
¢ 

8y 

(X,Y)E..IY. 

Then, of course, ¢~ i 0, ¢~ i 0 in ..IY. (7.15) also implies that, for every 
value of to = ¢(xo' Yo) with (xo' Yo) E..IY , the set 

:Ex t = {¢~(xo' y) : (xo' y) E..IY, ¢(xo' y) = to} C T; ]Rn\O 
0' 0 0 

is an immersed hypersurface. Our third assumption is the curvature condition: 
(7.16) For (xo ' to) as above, the hypersurfaces :Exo,to have everywhere 

nonvanishing Gaussian curvature. 
If S). is defined as in (7.10) then the estimates in Theorem 3.4 remain valid 

if the phase function ¢ satisfies (7.15) and (7.16). To see this one has to check 
that the canonical relation %' in (7.14) satisfies conditions (2.2), (2.3), and 
(2.6), but our assumption about the Monge-Ampere matrix of ¢ is equivalent 
to (2.3) and this assumption also gives us (2.2). Finally, in this setting (2.6) is 
equivalent to our curvature assumption (7.16). 
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